
War God 2771 

 

Chapter 2771 - Fear Not 

 

Di Yao had fallen. 

Ever since the return of the gods, this noble, arrogant and despotic Princess of the Divine Emperor left a 

deep impression on everyone. 

 

Regardless of whether it was the rumors between her and Long Chen or her ferocious personality later 

on, they all became extremely big time and time again. 

 

There were several times where Long Chen had the chance to kill her, but gave up because the other 

party was a Daughter of the Divine Emperor. 

 

Therefore, he had to consider for the sake of all living things. 

 

But now, he had the Origin Dragon Palace, Long Qinglan gave him directions, and he had the full support 

of six Dragon Servants. 

 

Di Yao had already lost the qualifications to be proud in front of him. 

 

Ling Xi ending her life, was the end of her life. 

 

If Ling Xi did not do it, he would definitely do the same. 

 

Currently, the Dragon Sacrifice Continent's commoners were still immersed in deep shock. To be honest, 

even though they believed in Long Chen, they were also afraid of the Primordial Gods. Long Chen could 

escape, but what about them? 

When Di Yao died, for a time, all the living creatures were in panic. Many people were afraid that they 

could already imagine the future of the Dragon Sacrifice Continent. 

 



Especially, there was the existence of the Immortal God Tribe. 

 

They were even more brutal than the Primordial Gods. 

 

The three Divine Kings had guessed that Long Chen would devour them. 

 

But he didn't expect that the first one to die would be Di Yao. After all, there was a difference between 

their status and Di Yao's. 

 

Starry Skies Divine King's face turned sinister, he couldn't help but laugh, and started crying as he 

roared: "Enough, Di Yao is already dead, there is no need for us to live anymore." Let us be wiped out. 

Anyway, you, Long Chen's life is over. We all perish together. " 

 

Divine King of Light and the Dark Desolate God King did not speak. 

But they knew in their hearts that there was no retreat. Long Chen would definitely kill them. They 

remembered that this was how Long Chen relied on and Shen Yang to become stronger. 

 

"Blood devoured them?" 

 

Long Chen thought. 

 

That way, he would be able to get stronger. 

However, on the one hand, he needed to control the Blood Devour a little bit, and he needed to spend a 

lot of time comprehending the laws of the world. 

 

On the other hand, these three Divine Spirits were indeed the ancestors of humans. They were the 

Divine Spirits who protected the life and gained faith from the Archaeozoic era. If the Divine Devil Giant 

Beast had not changed them, there was no difference between them and Long Chen. 

 

They had lost their will. 

Those things were sealed in the Spirit Sea, they might be related to Divine Devil Giant Beast, and Long 

Chen couldn't touch them for the time being. 



 

Long Chen was rational. 

 

The three of them were indeed different from the Infernal King. Therefore, after thinking about it, Long 

Chen decided not to kill them. 

 

Grievances have their bets, debts have their owners. 

On that day, Long Chen was even more willing to let them return to being gods of the Archaeozoic era. 

 

"I'll trouble the few of you to seal them. When the Divine Emperor's Emperor Jun arrives, I will naturally 

save them." 

 

Long Chen said to the dragon servants. 

 

To be honest, he had lost because of him, so it was impossible for him to be a threat in the future. They 

were also a group of pitiful people that were devoured by the Divine Devil Giant Beast. Although Long 

Chen urgently needed power, it was not to the extent where he could devour everyone. 

 

"Yes." 

Sealing the three Celestial Kings was very simple for the Dragon Guards. 

 

However, when they heard Long Chen's decision, the three Divine Kings were completely shocked. He 

actually didn't kill me? 

He had killed Di Yao, yet he didn't kill him? 

 

"You must be deliberately mystifying!" If you want to kill us, kill us. Don't expect us to be grateful to you. 

 

Starry Skies Divine King struggled and roared. 

 

Long Chen was too lazy to respond. 



 

When the Dragon Attendants made their move, they suppressed them near the Spirit Sea. 

He remembered that he had gone to the Spirit Sea twice, once to the God's Tomb and the other time to 

the White Bone Divine Palace. In reality, this was the base that the Primordial Gods had left in the 

Dragon God Domain, it was built when they left, and everything inside was circulating according to their 

rules. Even the Ancient God's corpse, god's soul liquid and Sector lord's Divine Arts that Long Chen had 

obtained came from the Primordial Gods, so the test at that time was merely a game left behind by 

them. 

 

The tombs of the gods and the White Bone Divine Palace were just the opposite. 

 

As for those colorful bugs, they were in fact a kind of Heaven-Devouring Tribe. They were just some 

strange existences within the Heaven-Devouring Tribe, and from this, it could be seen that the Heaven-

Devouring Race and the deities were closely linked. 

 

As for the divine rain, it was also the Heaven-Devouring Divine Clan. After being bathed in the divine 

rain, one would be constantly devoured by the Heaven-Devouring Divine Clan, hence many disciples in 

the 72 - The Ancient City of God's descendants had slow progress in cultivation and were unable to 

become a god. This was the reason why they were inferior to the Five Dragon Cities. It was just that the 

city lords didn't dare to admit that the ancestors they worshipped would actually harm them. 

"Long Chen, you guys killed Di Yao, I know you want to immediately escape, far away from Dragon 

Sacrifice Continent, but you can escape, but the billions of lives in Dragon Sacrifice Continent can't! 

Surely you won't tell them the truth! The truth is, once I, the Divine Emperor, descend upon them, if I 

get angry, my life will definitely be exterminated! No survivors! With the arrival of the Immortal God 

Clan's eight great Divine Emperor, the entire world would definitely be destroyed! It was you who 

destroyed this world, it was you who killed all the lives in this world! You and your woman are both 

guilty! " 

 

This was the roar of the Starry Skies Divine King before it was sealed. 

 

The news spread across the entire Dragon Sacrifice Continent. 

 

It spread to everyone's ears. 

What he said confirmed everyone's guesses. 

 



"Are we going to be abandoned?" 

 

"No wonder he dared to kill Princess Di Yao!" 

"This is bad, the entire world is about to be destroyed. Once he leaves, no one will resist him, and all of 

our living beings will be exterminated!" "My god, our trillions of years of inheritance, is going to end!" 

 

The moment the three Divine Kings were completely sealed, the Dragon Sacrifice Continent was in an 

uproar. Long Chen heard countless miserable and panicked cries, and the entire world became chaotic 

for a moment. 

 

At this moment, the three Divine Kings could no longer hear anything, and only their own people 

remained. 

 

It was time to finish them off. Long Chen descended above the Immortal God Realm and faced all the 

living beings. He had their beliefs and it was easier for him to communicate with them. 

 

A bright light exploded from his body. Like the sun or a giant god, he stood proudly in the starry sky, 

attracting everyone's attention. Originally, all living beings were so frightened by Starry Skies Divine 

King's words that they were about to die. However, when they saw Long Chen, they felt more at ease. 

 

It was related to his bloodline, it was connected to his destiny. 

Right now, the young man with the radiance was the core of their hearts. 

 

Long Chen admired everyone, it was all because they provided him with strength. 

 

"Elders, brothers and sisters, please do not panic, and do not worry. Regarding what Starry Skies Divine 

King said, I will give everyone a detailed explanation. I can assure you that there will be a satisfactory 

result. Please calm down and listen to what I have to say. " 

With Long Chen's incomparably sincere words, the boiling Dragon Sacrifice Continent finally quieted 

down. Almost everyone was looking at him with a lot of trust. Since the beginning of the battle with the 

Primordial Demons, Long Chen had almost always sacrificed his life for righteousness. 

 

Long Chen was very touched at the moment. 



They were all willing to believe in themselves. 

 

He said solemnly, "First of all, everyone has to understand that ever since we defeated the Ancient Giant 

Demons together and returned, the Primordial Gods has been returning one by one. They have changed 

the world and brought us new hope. At first I was as excited as everyone else, but then I realized that 

they were not as wise and merciful as we had imagined them to be. They were more selfish, more 

violent, and less likely to see us as people. Later on, I truly understood that their return was not to 

rebuild the world, but to find something. As long as they found that thing, they would leave this place, 

and the eternal stone would also be taken away, and our Dragon Sacrifice Continent would return to its 

original broken state. This is a prerequisite! " 

 

After watching so many battles, the living beings finally understood what Long Chen was saying. 

Especially Di Yao, he had repeatedly threatened Long Chen with his life. 

 

That was the reason why they supported Long Chen and not their ancestors. 

 

"So, I suspect that they are our ancestors. Furthermore, they have a personal grudge against me. Thus, 

they are planning to assassinate my family. Therefore, it's unavoidable, it's unavoidable for me to fight 

with them, the Divine Emperor that they haven't descended to yet, will also kill me! After all, even if I 

leave, the Divine Emperor Emperor will not make things difficult for everyone. But the other thing that I 

cannot avoid happened, and that is, the two Gods King of the Immortal God Clan were attracted by the 

Eternal Rocks. " 

 

He had to explain the whole situation to them. What Long Chen was doing now, was something that no 

one in the entire Myriad Realms would dare to do. He wanted to bring this world with him. 

 

There are many details involved. 

Some loved family, some loved a place, some buried their relatives with great difficulty. Some had finally 

established their prestige in a certain place, some had finally gotten to know their beloved woman, and 

some had even missed her in the distance. If all of this were to be transferred to Long Chen's Divine 

Kingdom, even if Long Chen did the best of it, it would still change his mind. 

 

For this day, the Dragon Emperor had made all their preparations. They were going to carry out this 

grand project, at least, they couldn't let their family and friends get separated. After all, the world was 

too big. For Long Chen, it was but an instant, and for everyone present, it was possible that it would be a 

lifetime. 



 

Thus, if they were to say it clearly, everyone would be willing to do so. 

Long Chen continued, "The Immortal God Clan came to plunder and I helped them attack it. They have 

already summoned the eight great Divine Emperor of the Sacrificial World and their arrival would 

definitely be a disaster. I had no choice but to kill the Immortal God Clan. Even if they don't die, as long 

as they clash with the Primordial Gods, the latter will suffer. We will definitely face the end of the world, 

and there is no way for us to survive. So the reason I killed Princess of the Divine Emperor today, is 

because of revenge, and secondly, to not kill her, the result is more or less over time. " 

 

At this point, everyone fell into despair. 

 

Then, what should he do? 

 

Chapter 2772 - Killing Dragon Boat 

 

On the Dragon Sacrifice Continent, Long Chen could see faces full of depression and despair. 

 

According to what Long Chen said, Dragon Sacrifice Continent was indeed dead. 

Being weak was a type of crime. No matter how well-behaved one might appear between these two 

gods, in front of the powerful gods and devils, one would still die in the end. 

 

All living beings could not help but cry. 

 

Long Chen did not want to make them sad, so one must have skill in speaking. Now that they 

understood the situation, it should be much easier for them to leave their homeland. 

 

Maybe everyone had the same thought, but what I have to tell everyone now is that I will not leave 

alone, and I will not implicate any of them, so, I already have a way to break this situation, and I can let 

everyone come with me to find a path to live and a way to fight! "Su Yun said in a loud voice. 

 

To all living beings, his voice was like thunder, deafening and deafening. 

 



"What?" 

 

"A way to live?" 

 

"Could it be that Long Chen can defeat Divine Emperor? That's impossible! At the very least, it will take a 

long time. " 

 

"But I heard that the Divine Emperor Emperor Jun is about to arrive." 

 

There were voices of discussion everywhere. 

 

It was time to unravel the mystery. 

 

This time, Long Chen wanted to expand the Divine Kingdom to an infinitely large extent and show the 

entire new world. Hence, he put in all his effort before opening up the Divine Kingdom. 

To all living beings, they had seen a miracle. 

 

In just a short period of time, it had covered the sky. To many people, it had completely covered all the 

skies they could see, especially the Immortal God Realm. It was as if the entire sky had been swallowed 

up by the exposed space. 

"What is this!" 

 

"It's all mist and clouds, but it looks like a fairyland inside!" 

 

"I saw it! There's a huge continent in there!" 

 

"Oh my god, it's actually a world! Same size as the Dragon Sacrifice Continent. " 

They did not know that this was Long Chen's Divine Kingdom. When Star of Destiny suddenly appeared, 

they were already extremely shocked, and now, a flourishing world had appeared. 

 



"There seems to be a dragon inside!" 

The entire Dragon Sacrifice Continent was in an uproar. 

 

Seeing their shocked expressions, Long Chen was very satisfied. He did not keep them in suspense and 

directly said: "Everyone has seen, this is my Divine Kingdom. Because of some fortuitous encounter, he 

had already grown to the size of half of the Dragon Sacrifice Continent, and this was a world that was 

even more stable than the Dragon Sacrifice Continent that was suppressed by the eternal Haoyue Stone. 

In this world, everyone could become stronger, grow faster! In the future, it would be even bigger and 

more majestic than the current Dragon Sacrifice Continent. Therefore, the solution that I have proposed 

is to have all of Dragon Sacrifice Continent's brothers and sisters enter this Divine Kingdom and travel 

with me through the myriad realms! " 

After saying that, he laughed and said, "When the time comes, Divine Emperor's Di Jun and the 

Immortal God Clan will all come!" 

 

Shock! 

 

Everyone entering his Divine Kingdom? 

This exceeded everyone's imaginations. 

 

Amongst the one trillion people, almost no one expected that Long Chen actually wanted to say this. 

 

For a time, there was no sound. 

 

Long Chen was a little nervous. He was afraid that the masses would reject him. After all, it was not that 

difficult to leave his hometown. 

So he explained: "Everyone, the Dragon Sacrifice Continent is also my hometown, and is our home to 

protect. I am also reluctant to leave, but the various dangers that we are facing forced me to make this 

choice and leave my hometown to wander in this vast and boundless starry sky. This is a temporary 

measure, but I believe that one day, I will bring everyone back to this place. I won't rely on others to 

truly change things and build our home! I can also help you all enter into a new world, and still be 

together with your family and friends! " 

 

Actually, he was overthinking things. 

 



If he stayed, he would die. 

 

Following Long Chen was a type of rebirth. 

 

With the exception of a few people who were unable to part with their homes and were obsessed with 

the world, the vast majority of people cheered for his decision. 

 

Billions, tens of billions, hundreds of billions, hundreds of billions, nearly a trillion! 

Almost all the living beings had agreed to Long Chen's great and crazy plan. They believed in Long Chen 

and didn't mind going crazy with him. 

 

As for those who had cried, even if they died, they wouldn't leave their homes. Especially those who 

were old, their hearts had long since calmed down. 

 

Long Chen would not force them. 

Everything depended on one's choice. 

 

When the announcement was made and the support was received, a massive project began. 

 

Long Chen pressed the Divine Kingdom onto the Dragon Sacrifice Continent. 

 

A powerhouse could bring their own family and enter the Divine Kingdom. 

 

The millions of Dragon Fighter s had long been waiting patiently, arranging the order, distributing the 

territories of everyone. The fifteen Dragon Emperor s were very good at managing, and with them doing 

their best, everything was progressing in an orderly manner. 

"In about three days, I'll be able to settle down and leave this place." 

 

Long Chen laughed. 

There were about ten million people who didn't want to leave, but after pleading from their families and 

being advised by their friends, most of them chose to enter a new life. 



 

In the end, less than a million people remained. 

 

They chose to hold on. 

 

Long Chen thought for a while, and finally respected their decision. Furthermore, this kind of people 

were nothing to Divine Emperor, they would probably not be troubled either. 

Right now, his Divine Kingdom was truly bustling with noise and excitement. It could even be described 

as overturning the heavens and overturning the earth. 

 

He had just arrived at a new world, and everyone was still very enthusiastic. Under the management of 

the Five Dragon Cities, everything was done in an orderly manner. Occasionally, there would be some 

friction, and even fifteen Dragon Emperor could settle it. Long Chen planned to let a few humans inherit 

some blood essence after he left the Dragon Sacrifice Continent. At that time, he would have to choose 

a candidate to become a Unparalleled Dragon. 

 

Everything was in order. 

 

Looking at this empty Dragon Sacrifice Continent, Long Chen was not used to it. The Eternal Harmony 

Stone was still there, so the entire world was still intact. 

"I don't know. But the next time I come back, it's still the same here. Or perhaps, it will forever 

disappear from the Ten Thousand Worlds. " 

 

Long Chen was a little depressed. 

 

"Don't worry, the inheritance is life, not land. This new world, this new land, he could become a new 

Dragon Sacrifice Continent in the future. They even reconstructed the splendor of the ancient era. As 

long as one does not die, the legacy will not perish. " 

 

Tai Su and the other dragon servants were all nearby Long Chen. 

"It's time for us to go and find other places with divine dragons' curses. a place similar to Star of Destiny 

and Incantation. " 

 



The Dragon Attendants stood in front of Long Chen. 

 

Long Chen should leave as well. 

 

At this time, Slaughter Dragon Attendant walked up to Long Chen and said: "I'll give you a present." 

 

In the middle of the starry sky, a blood-red god ship appeared. It looked like a giant dragon looking 

down at the starry sky with incomparable domineering arrogance. 

 

"This is the 'Slaughter Dragon Boat'. It's called the Order-class Creation God Equipment and it allows you 

to travel through the starry sky." 

 

Long Chen's Wind Moon Divine Ship was too miserable, it only had prehistoric level. If they met again in 

the middle of the sky, it would be too late to escape. Slaughter Dragon Attendant's gift was like coal in 

snow. 

 

"Thank you very much." 

 

It was strange to think of him inheriting his bloodline. 

 

However, Order-level's slaughter dragon boat is indeed quite precious! Long Chen did not dare to use 

the things belonging to the three Divine Kings because he was afraid that Di Jun would be able to find 

them. 

Long Chen had to throw away everything related to the Primordial Gods, including the peerless Dragon 

Slaying Sabre. 

 

"I already know that you are progressing too fast. I can't stay by your side forever." The Tripod black was 

a little sad. 

Long Chen sealed it within the Dragon Sacrifice Continent and said: "In the future, I will not be afraid of 

the Divine Emperor. I will definitely return to this place and let you see the light of day again. 

 

"Thank you very much. "It's fine, I'll wait for you." 



 

Although the Tripod black came from Di Yao, they still respected Long Chen a lot. 

 

Long Chen possessed the Primordial Blood Dragon Bloodline, so even if it was a Creation Divine artifact 

from the Order-level, it was not difficult at all. Furthermore, since it came from the Slaughter Dragon 

Attendant, there was not much difference between them. 

 

Finally, it was Tai Su. 

 

"Take this. The Ten Thousand Worlds is too far away, and it will be difficult for you to transmit it. I have 

left a rule here, so if there is any information, I will pass it on to you." 

 

It was a white dagger, not a Godly Creation Art, but made from a kind of Chaos Treasures. Long Chen 

remembered that Di Yao used a comb to contact the The God Emperor of Forgetfulness. Seems like the 

same principle. 

 

After two days, the Slaughter Dragon Boat was ready for refinement as well. Everything was ready. The 

dragon servants let Long Chen set off first. 

 

"The south is the Taihao Region, the Divine Emperor Emperor has rushed over from that direction, the 

north is the God Sacrifice Realm, the Immortal God Clan is attacking, you can go east, there is a high 

chance of the Inherited Blood and Origin Dragon Soul appearing. Especially the Ancestral Dragon's 

inherited blood essence. " 

 

East! 

Currently, the Divine Kingdom was flourishing without compare. Under the arrangements of the Dragon 

Emperor, the life of the people in the dragon sacrifice had stabilized. 

 

"Let's go." 

 

The dragon servants urged him. 

Time was running out. 



 

The Divine Emperor was chasing after him, and every bit of time was incomparably important. 

 

"Alright. Goodbye. " 

 

This time, the mission could not be imagined. 

 

Long Chen stepped onto the Slaughter Dragon Boat and beside him were Mo Xiaolang, Ling Xi, Su Yan 

and Little Cat. The others were all in the Divine Kingdom. 

"Let's go, I want to find my original body! Quickly, I'm burning with desire now, wait for me to attain 

ancestral realm, you guys are all my little brothers, hahaha!" 

 

The little kitten's silver laughter came from the starry sky. 

 

New journey, departure! 

 

The six Dragon Attendants watched as the blood-colored dragon slaying boat gradually disappeared 

from the stars, and they looked at each other and faintly smiled. 

 

"Once we go, the ten thousand worlds will surely erupt into chaos. This magnificent era is about to begin 

again." 

 

"I hope that our clan can be reborn." 

 

A new era. 

 

The dragon servants also embarked on their journey. 

Only the Dragon Sacrifice Continent was left behind, in the lonely starry sky, counting the endless 

loneliness. 

 



 

Chapter 2773 - Emperor Violetjewel 

 

In the starry sky. 

Ten Thousand Worlds. 

 

More than a month passed. 

 

In this boundless starry sky, the Murderous Dragon Boat moved forward like a streak of bloody light, 

tearing through the void and sweeping past countless stars of different sizes as it headed towards the 

east of Dragon Sacrificial World. 

 

In this direction, there are at least two thousand worlds. 

 

There were countless Fiendgods amongst them. 

 

It was also possible that in the great battle billions of years ago, many ancestors' blood and souls had 

been left behind. 

 

These days, the billions of lives in Dragon Sacrifice Continent had finally been settled down. 

 

Outsiders would never have imagined that Long Chen carried an entire world on him. To be honest, 

there was probably no one in all the Ten Thousand Worlds who could do this. 

 

Without the suppression from the Dragon Palace, this was impossible. 

Currently, although Long Chen had not been able to refine the Origin Dragon Palace, he still had a 

certain amount of control over it. 

 

In this month, he had mainly done one thing, and that was to pick out tens of billions of young martial 

artists from the billions of lives here. He would give them blood essence as well as their origin Dragon 

Palace. 



 

He was connected to all living beings at all times. The strength of all living beings was also his own 

strength. 

 

Now, the inherited blood essence had already been distributed to those billions of lives. In the future, 

there would still be origin dragon souls. It all depended on how lucky everyone was. 

 

In any case, even the lowest grade Red Dragon and Black Dragon, after reaching adulthood, would have 

strength close to that of a god. To the majority of the people in Dragon Sacrifice Continent, this was 

already a realm that could only be imagined. 

 

After all, the Dragon Sacrifice Continent had been in decline for so many years. 

 

After seeing the world of the Gods, they knew that they were insignificant, but they had a greater desire 

for power. 

 

Originally, when they had left their homeland, many people's hearts were still filled with fear. After all, 

their life and death had been handed over to Long Chen. 

 

But when the inherited blood essence appeared, their hearts were at peace once more. 

 

They saw the true divine dragons in the sky, saw the many experts, and also saw the hope for the future. 

 

This race was in the process of rebirth. 

The Dragon Emperor s had this experience, helping Long Chen to manage the entire Divine Kingdom in 

an orderly manner, maintaining order. From now on, Long Chen only needed to sail to a new world and 

explore more. 

 

"We need to go to a relatively prosperous world. If it's only a world like Lingsu Star Sea, it won't be of 

much help to us. We also have very little information. " 

 



Long Chen and the group stood in front of the Dragon King Ark, squinting their eyes as they looked at 

the eternal sky. Although the Dragon King Ark had become much faster, even the Divine Emperor 

Emperor would need that many years to sail across ten thousand realms, let alone them. 

 

"Brother, you still have to hide from the Divine Emperor Emperor. We'll have to stay low key for a long 

period of time in the future. " 

 

Yang Lingqing was also among the team. 

She was Long Chen's real sister, so Long Chen chose a type of Unparalleled Dragon's inherited blood 

essence for her. According to her preferences, she was actually one of the eight great concomitant 

dragon s, called 'Spirit Dragons'. Before the era, Spirit Dragons were the strongest concomitant dragon. 

 

Of course, there was no such thing as a dragon's soul yet. 

 

Otherwise, Long Chen would have been able to turn Yang Lingqing into a Ranker that was comparable to 

a Divine King, or even Extreme Realm God King. 

 

Right now, Yang Lingqing was still slowly studying the inherited spirit blood of the 'Spirit Dragon'. 

 

The spirit dragon's rules and Ling Xi's rules of the spirit were not the same. It was a type of life, and 

spirits were a collection of fourteen elements. Thus, in the future, Yang Lingqing would probably be able 

to comprehend rules that were similar to the 'Fourteenth Sacrifice' or the 'Fourteenth Life Formation'. 

"That's right." 

 

The key point was that there were pursuers. 

 

"I hope we didn't leave any traces behind. We were already very careful when we left." 

 

Ling Xi was standing right beside Long Chen. She looked at Long Chen with a gentle gaze, completely 

devoid of the cold and detached attitude that she had when dealing with Di Yao. 

 

Mo Xiaolang, Su Yan and Cat were also by his side. 



 

"It's been a long time since we've been together. It seems that when we went to the Immortal God 

Realm, we were also like that, right? " 

 

Long Chen suddenly remembered. 

 

Back then, he had gone from the Dragon Sacrifice Continent to the Immortal God Realm. 

Now, from the Dragon Sacrificial World to the Ten Thousand Worlds. 

 

They were all a group of people. 

 

"There's a lot of people this time. You've brought the whole world with you." 

 

Yang Lingqing was still the same as before. In front of Long Chen, she was still his obedient little sister, 

but she would occasionally say bad things about Long Chen. 

She was right. 

 

"Only someone's other sweetheart is missing. Back then, Beauty Li went to the Immortal God Realm, 

and now, she went to the Ten Thousand Worlds by herself. No matter how you look at it, Boss, you 

don't seem to be running for your life, but to chase after your Beauty Li." 

 

Cat said in a weird tone. 

 

Li Xuanji. 

The name suddenly appeared and everyone quieted down. 

 

Actually, the relationship between Long Chen and her had far surpassed anything. She was Long Chen's 

Yin Mo, a part of Long Chen's body. Perhaps, even if they were separated by ten thousand realms, as 

long as Long Chen was determined to speak with her, he would be able to get her response. 

 

"I wonder how she is doing and if she's safe. Brother Chen, you should ask her." 



 

In Ling Xi's eyes, Li Xuanji and Di Yao were completely different. Even if the relationship between her 

and Long Chen was disregarded, they still had a good relationship. 

 

However, Long Chen shook his head and said, "We won't. Right now, we are at the critical moment of 

escaping, so as to not implicate her. Once our situation is better, we can go and find her." 

She had left just like that. 

 

Long Chen had never contacted her before, but after a long time, he had a knot in his heart. He had the 

courage to fight against the gods and devils, but he didn't have the courage to suddenly look for her at 

this time. 

 

Right at this moment, Long Chen and the others suddenly became alert. There was danger in the starry 

sky, one was due to the Godly Demon Tribulations that came and went unnoticed, and the other was 

due to the Divine Spirit that was also traveling in the starry sky. The starry sky was limitless. To 

encounter other deities within this starry sky of the Ten Thousand Worlds, the chances were usually not 

high. However, if one encountered them, there was a possibility that they would try to plunder the 

starry sky. 

 

There were even some gods that did not belong to any of the worlds. They sailed through the myriad 

worlds, plundered, and committed all sorts of crimes in order to strengthen themselves by killing others. 

 

For example, at this moment, Long Chen and the others saw a Godly Ship coming towards them. 

 

If they happened to pass by him face to face, the chances of him doing so were much lower. 

Seeing the warship in front getting bigger, Long Chen said: "We have left the Dragon Sacrifice Continent 

for a period of time, although we are still in the Dragon Sacrificial World, but the direction should be 

different from the direction of the Divine Emperor's Di Jun, they should be heading towards the Dragon 

Sacrifice Continent in the south, and the warship in front is obviously from the east, it shouldn't be 

them!" 

 

After all, even if they came to the starry sky, they could still be caught by the Divine Emperor Di Jun, so 

they were still quite nervous. Even after hearing Long Chen's analysis, they couldn't calm down. 

 



Ling Xi said, "The problem is that it is moving towards the Dragon Sacrifice Continent, and in these tens 

of millions of years, other than the dragon sacrifice's Gods and the Immortal God Clan who were 

attracted by the Eternal Rock, no other god has ever come to this remote Dragon Sacrifice Continent. 

Since they are heading towards the Dragon Sacrifice Continent, then it is very possible that it is related 

to us, is it friend or foe?" 

Ling Xi's words made sense. 

 

"It's the Creation Divine Artifact of the Order-level. There might be a match for a Divine King. Everyone 

be careful." Long Chen had already seen the other party clearly at this time. 

 

Compared to it, the killing dragon boat looked like a piece of scrap metal. The purple god ship was like a 

purple sun in the starry sky, emitting a dazzling brilliance, with all kinds of beautiful patterns on it. 

Directly in front of them was a huge, dazzling, and dazzling relief sculpture of a purple flower, like a real 

flower. 

Since it was the Order-level, then at the very least, it should be the Perfection Divine King. 

 

A terrifying opponent. 

Long Chen's Dragon Slaying Boat deviated slightly from its original position, avoiding colliding with the 

opponent by a hair's breadth. If the other side didn't have any intentions, they could just move on their 

own. 

 

In the starry sky, the blood-colored slaying dragon boat and the purple god ship thought they were 

wrong. 

 

"It seems like their worries are unnecessary. They don't intend to meet with us." Mo Xiaolang said. 

 

Although they were separated by a Divine Manifestation Art, Long Chen could feel that there were two 

gods on the ship, both of them were generally of the Divine King level. Very powerful. He hadn't 

expected that there would be so many Godkings in the Allworld. 

 

Just as he finished speaking, the purple god ship behind him suddenly stopped. Then, a cold and noble 

female voice rang out, "Everyone, please halt. If there is anything you need, please ask us." 

 



The purple god warship turned around and steadied itself in front of the slaughter dragon boat. If it 

were to escape now, it would be too strange, so Long Chen was not anxious at all. 

 

Both sides were both Order-level Divine Ships, so logically, both sides should be wary of each other, so 

they couldn't be too arrogant. 

 

That clear, cold and noble female voice said: "If we follow this direction, can we reach the Dragon 

Sacrifice Continent?" 

 

They should be able to tell that Long Chen and the others were leaving from the Dragon Sacrifice 

Continent. 

Or just passed by. 

 

"What Dragon Sacrifice Continent?" Long Chen pretended not to know, but he was secretly more 

vigilant. The two fellows really were here for the Dragon Sacrifice Continent, who exactly were they? If it 

was someone from the Divine Emperor, why didn't they come from the south and travel with the Divine 

Emperor Emperor? Or could it be that the Divine Emperor Emperor was hiding on his purple divine ship? 

 

"Didn't you pass by that land which was suppressed by the Eternal Rocks?" 

 

The other party asked. 

 

"No. "Don't waste time." 

If the Divine Emperor Emperor Jun was here, then the danger would be huge. Long Chen had to leave 

before the other party discovered him. 

 

"Amongst the gods of the Purple Vine Flower dragon sacrifice, doesn't it seem that the number one 

Shencheng of the east and the Hell God King of the west are the Purple Vine Shencheng s? And the 

Emperor Violetjewel of the Purple Vine Shencheng s, seemed to be a Taizhen Deity Realm. in other 

words, the Divine King of Perfection. It should be one of the two men, and the woman who spoke should 

be the other Celestial King … " 

 

Before leaving, Long Chen had guessed their identities. 



 

 

Chapter 2774 - The Divine Purple Sun, Yao Qing Yue 

He quickly asked the Dragon Emperor. They knew a lot about the gods in the dragon sacrifice. 

 

"I know!" 

 

Dragon Emperor Yongye hurriedly said, "Archaeozoic era, there is a Purple Vine in the east. Emperor 

Violetjewel is in charge, and besides the central Divine Spirit, Emperor Violetjewel is the strongest. 

Stronger than the Infernal King, Divine King of Light and the Goddess of Darkness. Emperor Violetjewel 

was not only powerful, but also very important. SShe was husband and wife with the Divine King of a 

Shencheng in the middle. That female Divine King was also the strongest female Divine King among all 

the Gods in the dragon sacrifice. She was even stronger than the Goddess of Darkness. If my guess is 

right, Emperor Violetjewel and Emperor Qing Xu are both God Kings of Perfection. He was much 

stronger than God King Mo Huang! The two people in front of me should be them! " 

 

Long Chen naturally knew of the Purple Haired Shencheng and the Clear Void Shencheng. 

 

Back then in the God Battlefield, he had even exchanged blows with the disciples of these two 

Shencheng s. 

 

In the central Shencheng, the strongest were the Di Jun Divine City s, the Primordial Shencheng s, the 

Burning Light Shencheng s and the Supreme One Shencheng s. There was also the Clear Void Shencheng, 

the Subhuti Shencheng. Even though the Clear Void Shencheng was at the bottom of the central 

Shencheng, he could still be considered to be on par with the Purple Haired Shencheng. 

 

The two of them were both Perfection experts who had surpassed the divine king. 

 

It was equivalent to the fighting strength the Guardian of the Incantation could display in the 

Incantation. 

This was not the most troublesome part, the most troublesome part was that they were people from 

the Divine Emperor's side, and it was very likely that the Divine Emperor's side was close by. Even if they 

were not, they were still in the south, alerting these two people, which was equivalent to alerting Di Jun, 

and telling him his current location and route! 



 

Although the starry sky was big, Divine Emperor Di Jun was even more powerful. 

He had taken away the Origin Dragon Palace, and killed his daughter. There was no room for 

negotiation. If she fell into his hands, then everything he carried with him would be destroyed. 

 

This was what it meant to die before leaving the sect. 

Long Qinglan also died for nothing. 

 

The The Dragon God Clan had no hope at all. 

 

Dangerous. 

After knowing their identities, Long Chen became even more cautious. Fortunately, because of his 

impatience to leave, they did not inquire any further. At this time, Long Chen was controlling the Dragon 

Slaying Boat and rushing off. 

 

Honestly speaking, if it was just a fight, Long Chen would not be afraid. 

"It's okay, it's okay!" 

 

Everyone couldn't help but mutter in their hearts. 

 

Even though they still did not know why the two Divine Kings of Perfection and the two famous Divine 

Spirits would come from the east alone, all by themselves. 

"It's possible that they weren't in Di Jun's group. After receiving Di Jun's order, they rushed to the 

Dragon Sacrifice Continent. Our luck was bad and we coincidentally met each other." 

 

Ling Xi said all these only to reassure the crowd. At least, she felt that Di Jun did not seem to be nearby. 

 

At this moment, the purple god ship disappeared from the back of the dragon ship. Two people 

appeared, a man and a woman. The man was tall and handsome, and the woman was cold and 

enchanting. The man wore a purple gold crown on his head, cloud-turning boots, purple hair and purple 

eyes. Both of them wore a purple robe, the man wore a purple gold crown on his head, cloud flipping 

boots, purple-haired and purple eyes. These two were Emperor Violetjewel and Emperor Qing Xu. 



They flashed and suddenly appeared in front of Long Chen. 

 

"How strange, why are there two demons on your ship? We're just curious. " The Emperor Qing Xu 

stood in front of the Dragon Slayer Boat with a noble attitude. 

 

Emperor Violetjewel followed by her side, her eyes shining like a torch, her body radiating heat, her 

power extraordinary. Both of their auras were stronger than the Dark Desolate Divine King's, and there 

was a sword aura constantly revolving around him that could tear apart the world. 

 

So it was actually because of Mo Xiaolang and Su Yan. 

 

Long Chen had forgotten about this matter. It seemed that in the boundless universe, the demons and 

gods were divided more clearly. There were very few of them, and they rarely appeared. At the very 

least, it would not be so open, so they were somewhat suspicious. 

Most importantly, Di Jun must have told them the specific situation of Long Chen's group. 

 

"Di Jun shouldn't be nearby. Since he's been discovered, once the situation gets out of hand, we should 

immediately take action." The three of you, deal with one. " 

 

Long Chen was ready. 

 

He was prepared to let Cat and Yang Lingqing return to the God Kingdom as they were not good at 

fighting yet. 

 

"This is my freedom, what does it have to do with you?" 

 

Long Chen controlled the Dragon Slayer Boat, bypassed them, and continued to move forward. 

"You must be Long Chen." 

 

It was fine if the Emperor Violetjewel didn't want to speak, but the moment she did, he immediately 

guessed it. 

 



What Long Chen did not know was that after Di Yao died, no one sent any messages to Di Jun anymore, 

thus they were currently at a loss of communication with the Dragon Sacrifice Continent. They had 

predicted that Long Chen would escape, they had a general idea of who was by Long Chen's side and 

they came here from the direction of the Dragon Sacrifice Continent, so they could easily guess. 

Since that was the case, he couldn't afford to waste any more time. 

 

He had to be quick and accurate, repelling them and escaping from this place! 

 

BOOM! 

 

The bloodthirsty draconic boat vanished. 

 

Long Chen and the rest appeared. 

 

Four young lifeforms, yet they caused the team of the Gods to suffer a crushing defeat. The two Celestial 

Kings were able to confirm that it was them. 

 

"It's really you guys, to dare go against the Divine Emperor at such a young age, you must have some 

guts, I almost let you guys escape. You can only blame your bad luck. We didn't meet the Divine 

Emperor and coincidentally met us. " 

Emperor Qing Xu and Emperor Violetjewel looked at each other, they were not anxious at all and were 

preparing to inform Divine Emperor's Emperor Jun first. From this, it could be seen that the Divine 

Emperor's Emperor Jun was probably not in the vicinity, but from his original route to the south, based 

on the time he had travelled before, the Divine Emperor's Emperor Jun was actually very far from the 

Dragon Sacrifice Continent. After all, his speed would definitely far surpass Long Chen's. 

 

With the speed of the Emperor Violetjewel and the rest, it would roughly be half a month before they 

arrive at the Dragon Sacrifice Continent. 

 

But they had met Long Chen! 

At this time, they could totally make the Divine Emperor change his route and come their way! After all, 

they were definitely going to leave the Origin Dragon Palace for Long Chen. 

 



"Capture them and hand them over to Divine Emperor." The Emperor Violetjewel secretly said to the 

Emperor Qing Xu. 

"Defeat them and flee faster. Don't worry, Di Jun is not nearby. The Taihao Region he was at is too far 

away from the Dragon Sacrifice Continent. " 

 

This was what Long Chen had told the three of them in secret. 

 

Allowing the three of them to work together to deal with one, while dealing with one himself, the 

Dragon Emperor would not be able to help for the time being. This was the first time Long Chen had 

ever fought against the Divine King of Perfection. Honestly speaking, he was not sure, but in order to 

survive, he could do anything! Not to mention at this moment! 

 

He was at a distance away from Ling Xi and the others. 

 

Mo Xiaolang, Ling Xi and Su Yan were going to fight one of the Perfection Divine Kings. 

 

Their rules were all very strict. It wasn't impossible! 

 

There were a total of five Spiritualism s, and every single one of them was extremely frightening to Long 

Chen. 

 

As for Long Chen himself, he had sufficient confidence in himself. 

 

"It is said that you are able to suppress the four of them. Truly impressive. Unfortunately, you met us, 

your husband and wife, and it was your doomsday. This is all part of your destiny. " Emperor Violetjewel 

and Emperor Qing Xu pulled out a sword at the same time! 

 

Violet flames burned like a scorching sun, and the violet mist roiled as it tore through the starry sky. 

 

A green light swirled around it, like the azure moon, and was extremely cold. 

"They are all divine swords from the Order-level! And it's a pair! " Long Chen had to admire the other 

party. 



 

Lingxiang's twin swords were also a pair, but they were currently in a dilapidated state. 

 

Each of these swords was equivalent to a God-Slaying Sword at its peak! That weapon that accompanied 

Long Chen for a long time. 

 

They still had that purple god ship, so it was very rare for the Perfection God King to have so many 

Order-class Creation God Equipment. After all, the might of a Order-class Creation God Equipment could 

be considered quite terrifying! 

 

The 'Divine Violet Sun' and the 'Azure Monarch'. 

These were the names of the two swords. 

 

There were records of it in the legends of the Dragon Sacrifice Continent. 

 

According to legend, the Emperor Violetjewel used the Sword of the Divine Purple Sun to split the east 

and from then on, the sun would rise from the darkness. 

 

The Emperor Qing Xu used the Demon Blue Moon Sword to split open the darkness, and from then on, 

everyone was able to see the light of the moon. 

 

Of course, these were all legends. Their Creation God Equipment had nothing to do with the sun and 

moon. 

 

"Come here!" 

 

They were probably good at working together and had to split up, so Long Chen pointed at the Emperor 

Violetjewel as a junior and left for the south at the same time. 

 

"Qing Xu." Emperor Violetjewel hesitated for a moment. 



"Go, we don't want to be looked down upon by this child." The Emperor Qing Xu urged, and it was only 

then that the Emperor Violetjewel held the Divine Violet Sun, her Sword Qi sweeping out towards Long 

Chen! 

 

On the other side, Su Yan and Ling Xi were both in the Primal Realm King's realm, and Mo Xiaolang 

wasn't even in the Divine King's realm yet. 

 

However, if he didn't kill the enemy, then he would lose his life! 

Mo Xiaolang transformed into the Sun Devouring Demonic Wolf and he became the main body of the 

Nuwa Demon. The two went up and down, while Ling Xi was better at attacking from a distance, so 

behind them, in actuality, Ling Xi was their true reliance. Their specific battle plans had been 

communicated with each other by now! 

 

At this time, the Emperor Violetjewel and Long Chen had already started fighting. 

To be honest, Long Chen was more anxious than the Emperor Violetjewel, he had to settle this issue 

quickly before he could leave this place. 

 

"Breaking Dawn!" 

 

Without a second word, Emperor Violetjewel unleashed a scorching violet sun sword that soared into 

the sky. The starry sky instantly lit up, and purple light penetrated the heavens and the earth, becoming 

hundreds of thousands of meters long. It tore apart the world, and released a surging purple heat wave, 

causing everyone's vision to turn pale on one side! 

This sword strike was like the dawn! 

 

The Sword of Breaking Dawn tore through space, chopping down at the head! 

 

Looking at this sword, Long Chen missed the Heaven Smiting Sword a lot. Back then when he used the 

God Slaying Sword, he was also this domineering, and the Lingxiang's twin swords were too feminine, 

they were not suitable for him. 

"If only I had a good weapon." 

 

The peerless Dragon Slaying Sabre had already made him stay behind. 



 

Of course, the battle had to continue, and it had to be fierce! 

 

BOOM! 

 

In the starry sky, blood-colored dragon appeared and instantly transformed into Hun Yuan's Heavenly 

Fate Dragon! 

 

His eyes flickered! 

The Heaven's Eyes of Destiny, the wishful eye, had all come out at the same time! 

 

 

Chapter 2775 - Quicksand of the Sky Region 

 

The Heavenly Eye of Destiny, the rules of fate, and as long as one's left eye could see, they were all 

under the shackles of fate. From gods, demons, to mortals, they all had unparalleled strength, but they 

could only unleash a tiny bit of attack. 

As for wishful eye, it was a type of control. The rule of wish was attached to the rule of destiny, and 

through the wishful eye, Long Chen once again imperceptibly imposed his desire to control onto 

Emperor Violetjewel's body. 

 

Two gazes pierced through the heavens and earth! 

At this moment, the Emperor Violetjewel was at the breaking point of its existence. 

 

However, the sword blade's light could never compare to the speed of Long Chen's gaze. 

 

Before the sword had arrived, the Heaven's Eyes of Destiny and the wishful eye had already arrived. 

 

A huge change! 

"Boom!" 



 

Under the suppression of the Heaven's Eye of Destiny, his body's resistance decreased. Furthermore, 

under the strong impact from the wishful eye, he only saw a flash in Long Chen's right eye, then he 

actually lost control of himself. That Breaking Dawn sword strike had completely changed directions, 

and actually slashed towards the Emperor Qing Xu's direction. 

 

"Be careful!" 

 

Emperor Violetjewel was shocked, her face pale. 

 

He knew that it was Long Chen who had caused all of this. Although he had been tricked, he didn't even 

know what the rules were. What sort of natural law could actually control a Fiendgod through a single 

glance? 

Long Chen did it. 

 

At the very last moment, Emperor Violetjewel managed to withstand it forcibly, causing Breaking 

Dawn's sword speed to drop by a lot, allowing Emperor Qing Xu to dodge. However, Emperor Qing Xu 

was in a state of shock, unable to believe what was happening. 

 

"Husband, you?" 

 

"This kid is strange." 

 

The Emperor Violetjewel lost face and was immediately angered, but she was already very careful at the 

moment. Now that he once again brandished her sword, the Order-class Creation God Equipment 

'Divine Purple Sun' unleashed its thirty thousand meter long Sword Qi, shining through the vast starry 

sky, its sword shattering the heavens! 

 

Countless purple divine swords formed into countless sword formations that revolved around him, 

encircling him within. 

"No wonder the four Celestial Kings were reduced to such miserable states. It turns out they really do 

have such bizarre abilities. You only want to escape from the hands of us husband and wife, unless you 

are Divine Emperor! " 



 

To tell the truth, the power of the Breaking Dawn technique had already surpassed the Dark Desolate 

God King's Qilin Tribulation. 

The Divine Purple Sun Creation Divine Artifact was similar to the Ancient King Cauldron. 

 

If not for the fact that he was from the Divine Emperor's side, and was worried that the Divine Emperor 

would use this sword to find him, Long Chen's current goal was to snatch the sword. 

 

"Pu Zhao!" 

 

Emperor Violetjewel waved her long sword, the sky was filled with sword images! 

 

From dawn to dawn, it was naturally a type of progression. 

In that instant, light flashed as the divine sword transformed into countless rays of violet sword light, 

forming a sword formation that locked down the starry sky. It was tens of millions of miles wide, with 

trillions of sword paths. In the center of the Myriad Sword Core, Long Chen seemed to have no way of 

escaping! 

 

This sword could directly destroy Dragon Sacrifice Continent! 

 

It was time to fight back. 

Honestly speaking, the Emperor Violetjewel was still under Long Chen's Heaven's Eye's control, so the 

power of this sword strike had already weakened. Of course, it still looked very frightening right now! 

 

"Time is broken." 

 

The illusionary Great Void Cosmic Dragon headed towards the direction of the Emperor Violetjewel, and 

wherever it went, the Sword Qi would directly pass through his body, unable to harm him at all. The 

dragon claw moved forwards, ripping apart the space in front of it, as if Long Chen had torn the entire 

space around him into pieces! 

 

The rules of the Emperor Violetjewel cracked one after another! 



 

Other than that, the battle on the side of the Emperor Qing Xu had already begun. Ling Xi and the other 

two were attacking the Emperor Qing Xu together, so there shouldn't be any problems. 

 

"I have to settle this first!" 

 

The tearing of time had once again exceeded the Emperor Violetjewel's expectations. 

"So strong!" 

 

Emperor Violetjewel clenched his teeth. Since the first rule was broken, he could only start a new one! 

 

"The suppression of the laws is still there." 

Emperor Violetjewel fought extremely hard. 

 

"Annihilate!" 

BOOM! 

 

At this moment, the Divine Violet Sun in his hands had actually exploded, transforming into countless 

powder. It instantly submerged the endless starry sky, and in the next instant, every speck of powder 

burned with purple flames. 

 

"Withdraw!" 

 

Emperor Violetjewel opened his palm, and there was a purple colored vortex of flame on his palm. 

Under the absorption of this vortex of fire, the 30,000-meter vortex in space began to shrink! 

 

It was indeed hard for Long Chen to be trapped here! 

 

Of course, this might not be able to do anything to him! 

 



In the middle of the purple divine flame, a golden-black Ancestral Dragon was born! 

 

The Dao of the God, Heartdragon! 

The Divine Path's Heart Refining Dragon now had Long Chen's strongest killing move! 

 

"Heavens!" "Kill!" 

 

The golden and black colored Sword of Judgment between his brows were shrouded by the intense rules 

of the Sky Execution, as if countless divine dragons were coiling around this sword. 

 

From the outside, all the divine flames were actually condensing into a sword. 

 

Divine violet sun. 

 

The power of the Emperor Violetjewel, was to seal Long Chen within this Order-level's divine creation 

artifact! 

 

His rules had once sealed the Perfection of a Divine King of the same level. 

 

But this time against Long Chen, he failed, because at that critical moment, Long Chen unleashed his 

powerful strength. The rules of the Sky Execution tore through everything, and he rushed out of the 

reformed Divine Violet Sun. 

 

"Come back!" 

Emperor Violetjewel's face was cold and indifferent. She recalled his Divine Violet Sun, held it in her 

hand, and slashed at Long Chen's Sword of Judgment. His strength was extremely strong, she could even 

force Long Chen to retreat, but in the next moment, the Power of Sky Execution erupted from his body! 

 

"What!" 

 



Emperor Violetjewel's expression changed drastically. The power of Sky Execution activated his own 

power, making him go berserk, and created countless golden and black dragon gods in her body. 

 

"AHH!" "Ahhh!" 

 

After being defeated in one move, the Emperor Violetjewel screamed again and again! 

Explosions continuously erupted from his body, turning him into a bloody mess. 

 

Perhaps, at this moment, he was still in a state of disbelief. Long Chen's power was indeed inferior to 

his, the Emperor Violetjewel s and even the Infinite Divine Art s they cultivated were all based on Order-

level. He had surpassed Long Chen by a single level, and he had lost in terms of rules to Long Chen, and 

he had lost to Sky Execution. 

But he was not convinced! 

 

Shockingly, Emperor Violetjewel used a method similar to the one Long Chen used back then. She 

directly used the Divine Violet Sun Sword to pierce her own body, accurately piercing the dragon's head! 

 

Puff puff puff! 

 

This would inevitably cause great harm to him. 

 

But, if not, then he would truly be destroyed by the Sky Execution! 

He had to do it in time. Otherwise, after a period of time, the Sky Execution's power would become 

stronger and stronger, and he would be swallowed by himself! 

 

"The Origin of Life!" 

But unfortunately, Long Chen didn't let him go. 

 

He definitely wouldn't let go of such a great opportunity. 

 



The green tunnel instantly surrounded Emperor Violetjewel. At this time, Emperor Violetjewel had just 

been heavily injured and was completely under the control of the Origin of Life. Long Chen firmly 

restrained the heavily injured Emperor Violetjewel and stood face to face with him! 

 

Life is fading. 

The injury was severe, the body crumbled, the World Tree was broken, and even the Heart of Rules 

were almost torn apart. 

 

In just a short moment, he had lost so miserably. 

 

Emperor Violetjewel acted like she was in a dream, she simply did not expect things to turn out like this. 

He thought that Long Chen would at most be able to fight against the Dark Desolate God King, but she 

never expected that he would be defeated. 

 

Especially now, when he was at the source of life. 

What was this rule? 

 

He was actually devouring his own life? 

He was actually unable to resist? 

 

He could only watch as his life left his body and entered the other party's mouth? 

It was a nightmare. 

 

"Your name is Long Chen, right? Not bad, not bad. I believe Divine Emperor will be even more interested 

in you. Even if you defeat us, you won't be able to live for long. The Origin Dragon Palace is ours. " 

 

"You're about to die, is there any meaning in saying all this?" 

The other fourteen dragon heads of Long Chen all circled around the life dragon head as they spoke at 

the same time with no expression on their faces. 

 

The most terrifying thing was that he did not know what was going on with Emperor Qing Xu right now! 



 

"If you kill me, release Qing Xu. We're no threat to you. " 

 

The Emperor Violetjewel was powerless to resist and could only compromise. She could only beg Long 

Chen, who would have been severely injured, to escape this life source. 

 

"You love her?" 

Long Chen asked curiously. 

 

It seemed that everyone was kind in the face of love. 

 

"Nonsense. I've been together with you for tens of millions of years. How could I possibly be someone 

you understand?" 

 

Emperor Violetjewel said coldly. 

Long Chen said: "I have a question for you, if you answer correctly, I can let her off." 

 

"Go ahead." 

"How did Divine Emperor's Emperor Jun know about the existence of the Origin Dragon Palace?" 

 

It was because he suddenly knew of the existence of the Origin Dragon Palace that he had sent people 

to search for it. 

 

The life force of the Emperor Violetjewel grew darker and darker. He said, "Who can understand the 

matters of the Divine Emperor? It was said that the Dragon Palace contained endless treasures left 

behind by the hegemon of the Dragon Sacrifice Continent, the Divine Dragons, from before the era. This 

news, only Divine Emperor Di Jun knows. " 

Perhaps, that was all. 

 

Should I kill him? 



They were Archaic Gods, but they were controlled by the Heaven-Devouring Tribe. They were Long 

Chen's ancestors after all. However, if he did not kill him, the other party might bring him more trouble. 

 

At this time, Ling Xi and the other two were still fighting with Emperor Qing Xu. Long Chen had originally 

planned to help them after finishing them off, but from the looks of it, they did not need help. 

 

It was indeed not easy for the three of them to suppress the Perfection Divine King together. 

 

Amongst them, Ling Xi's Spiritualism was the most bizarre! 

 

"monocardium!" 

 

She attacked right after Mo Xiaolang and Su Yan, and the rules of the black hole behind Su Yan. Mo 

Xiaolang had two great Ancestral Flames, which could block the attacks of the Emperor Qing Xu, but the 

Emperor Qing Xu was unable to block Ling Xi's attacks. 

Just like Long Chen's God's Eye of Fate, the monocardium was constantly entwined with the Emperor 

Qing Xu's divine body. The World Tree, Heart of Rules, etc. were all entangled with it. 

 

"Quicksand of the Realm!" 

 

The second type of Heavenly Law Spiritualism! 

 

 

Chapter 2776 - Heartcrush Sword Finger 

With Mo Xiaolang and Su Yan blocking in front, Ling Xi did not seem to need to fight against Emperor 

Qing Xu head on. There were two types of rules in the Emperor Qing Xu. One was the sword, the other 

was the moon, and like the Emperor Violetjewel, they were very positive and majestic. And the most 

important thing about Ling Xi's Spirit Rules, was their strangeness! 

 

The quicksand of the Qing-Yun Realm! 

 

The second type of Heavenly Code Spiritualism. 



Ling Xi completely did not use her twin swords. When her left hand's fingers quickly changed and used 

the monocardium to tangle with the world tree and Heart of Rules of the Emperor Qing Xu, her other 

hand seemed to have absorbed energy from the endless starry sky of the universe. As she retracted her 

hand, countless white light spots suddenly appeared around the Emperor Qing Xu that was enduring the 

battle between and! 

 

Sand! 

 

Every speck of light was a sharp grain of sand. 

Every grain of sand was like a sharp sword that could break through space. Under the endless pressure 

of the sandstorm, even the Demon Moon Sword that was connected to Emperor Qing Xu had 

disappeared without a trace! 

 

Appearing in front of everyone's eyes was a sharp planet covered in dust. The planet erupted with a 

dazzling light. Every grain of sand and dust was slicing their way towards the center. Around the sand 

and dust, even the stable space in the starry sky began to collapse. 

 

The Emperor Qing Xu must have gone crazy from anger at this time because he was trapped in the 

flowing sand of the heavenly region and also being tortured by the monocardium. She, who was a Divine 

King at the peak of the Taizhen Deity Realm, had not been humiliated like this in many years. 

 

Furthermore, she had already seen that on the other side, the Emperor Violetjewel seemed to have 

been defeated by Long Chen and their lives were at stake! 

 

"Crescent!" 

 

Countless broken stars in the surroundings exploded due to the sword intent. In front of Ling Xi and the 

others, Sky Region Quicksand was swiftly being destroyed by a type of cyan colored sword light with a 

loud explosion, and a cyan colored figure burst out explosively! 

 

"You all deserve the death of the heavens and the earth!" 

 

Since the Emperor Qing Xu had to escape, he naturally had to take the opportunity to retaliate. 



 

"Bone Enchantment Devil Flame." 

 

But at this time, Mo Xiaolang and Su Yan were not idle either. Under the effects of Su Yan's laws, the 

devouring black hole directly blocked Emperor Qing Xu's path, blocking her path. The scope of the black 

hole was not visible to the naked eye, and the terrifying devouring power made it impossible for 

Emperor Qing Xu to cross over the black hole and fight against them! 

Moreover, the rules of Mo Xiaolang's Bone Enchantment Devil Flame had come. 

 

This was actually a very ordinary divine rule, but it had been modified by Mo Xiaolang. When the Nine 

Hell Devil Ancestral Fire and the Azure Sky Emperor Ancestral Fire combined with the cold and hot 

flames inside one's bones, the pain it produced was even more terrifying than that of the monocardium. 

 

"Explode!" 

 

The hot and cold collision caused a strong explosion. With a loud bang, black and white flames blazed 

out of Emperor Qing Xu's body, and his tender and tender skin exploded into a mess of flesh and blood. 

His long green hair had been completely burnt into charcoal, making his appearance extremely 

miserable, extremely miserable! 

 

Of course, compared to the current Emperor Violetjewel, she had a good ending. 

 

To be honest, the Emperor Qing Xu was not weak. Ling Xi and the other two, might be able to suppress 

any one of them, and their attacks would not be fatal for the Emperor Qing Xu. 

 

The problem was that the Emperor Qing Xu had never had the chance to retaliate from the start, 

especially since Ling Xi had always been using the Heavenly Rules and Spiritualism to suppress her in all 

kinds of ways! 

 

"Heartbreak Sword Finger!" 

 

The third type! 

 



Emperor Qing Xu had basically become her rake in trying to use the Heavenly Rules and Spiritualism. 

He gently pointed. 

 

It was completely silent. 

 

In that instant, Emperor Qing Xu who had just been injured by the Bone Enchantment Devil Flame cried 

out miserably. Ling Xi's finger silently pierced onto her Heart of Rules, but this attack was completely 

aimed at her primordial spirit, so he was unable to resist unless his primordial spirit was strong and 

tenacious. If the previous battle against Emperor Qing Xu was a physical injury, then this was a mental 

injury! This caused her to become dizzy and his battle prowess to drop greatly! 

 

The black hole exploded and was engulfing everything! 

 

The great Divine King of Perfection had probably just been swallowed up like that. 

 

Under the Heartbreak Sword Finger, her mind was severely damaged. Mo Xiaolang took advantage of 

this moment to send her sword flying, and having temporarily lost her Creation God Equipment, she was 

immediately defeated. Although it was not as heavy as the Emperor Violetjewel, they had no hope of 

reversing it now. 

 

It looked about right. 

Long Chen was not the kind of person who would devour blood in order to improve himself. After all, 

they were still ancestors. That was also between him and Di Jun. At this time, the Emperor Violetjewel 

had almost been deprived of her life, Long Chen stopped, and caught hold of the dying Emperor 

Violetjewel, instantly arriving in front of them, "You can stop now." 

 

Emperor Qing Xu saw Emperor Violetjewel in a daze. 

"Husband!" 

 

The two of them, the two Paragons, were in a more miserable state than the other. 

 

Such a terrible defeat had deeply hit their hearts. 



 

At this moment, both of them could not hold back their tears. 

 

Previously, they were extremely proud and did not place these four youngsters in their eyes. However, a 

short while had passed and they had just received such a heavy blow. The two of them felt extremely 

tormented in their hearts. Right now, this group of youths and young girls would only make them feel 

fear. Especially Long Chen, he relied on his own strength to fight head on and directly defeated the 

Emperor Violetjewel! 

Amongst the dragon sacrifice's myriad gods, the two of them, including the demon race, could barely 

make it into the top ten. Above them were only the Divine Kings and Divine Emperor of polar state. 

 

Of course, Long Chen was also a little dazed. After all, the Emperor Violetjewel was the one who was in 

peak condition back then, Shui Lan Yan. 

 

It didn't seem like much time had passed. 

 

"What do you want to do with it?" Emperor Qing Xu looked at Long Chen with hatred. She knew that he 

had the authority to make the decision. 

Long Chen said: "I have no enmity with the two of you, and it was not easy for the two of you to reach 

your current achievements after thousands of years of cultivation. So of course I wouldn't really want 

two lives. However, in order to prevent the two of you from bringing any trouble to us, we will probably 

have to suffer for a period of time. " 

 

"Not kill us?" The two Godkings were stunned. 

They were mortal enemies. 

 

In their imaginations, Long Chen ought to be the type of person who was bloodthirsty enough to let the 

seven Divine Lords perish and then kill the Infernal King. 

Honestly speaking, if it were not for the fact that they were only changing the Heaven-Devouring Tribe, 

Long Chen would not mind if they became stronger on his side. 

 

"When you meet the Divine Emperor Di Jun, please tell him that Di Yao deserves to die. Also, if he has 

the ability, do your best to come and chase me to the Ten Thousand Worlds! "I'm just afraid that when 

the time comes, we'll have to see who's the cat and who's the mouse." 



 

Long Chen said calmly. 

 

He knew Di Jun was the Divine Emperor, but so what? He had so much capital, but after a hundred 

years, he still didn't know who would be the one to restrict who. 

"Ignorant, do you know how famous Di Jun is in the Ten Thousand Worlds? The gods of our dragon 

sacrifice are weak, and only two Divine Emperor s have been born in the past ten million years. But you 

are the number one god in all of history, is the name of the ancient Divine Emperor that easy to call? It's 

him alone who has supported our dragon sacrifice's myriad gods. Currently, none of the Divine Emperor 

s in the ten thousand realms are his match. " 

 

Di Jun was this strong? 

 

"Is he a Extreme Realm Divine Emperor?" 

 

Long Chen asked. 

 

Emperor Qing Xu sneered: "polar state? but it was not just polar state. Although he did not become a 

Sovereign God, Tai Yi Shen Jing, it was not far. Right now, he is the number one Zhi Zun of the Southern 

Taihao Region! " 

 

"Oh, no wonder Di Yao is so arrogant." 

 

Long Chen still had to thank them for giving him this information. It seemed that he had to be even 

more careful in the future. He couldn't act rashly in the Myriad Realms until he could defeat Di Jun. No 

matter what, it should only be considered a Divine Emperor with initial state. He never thought that Di 

Jun and the other gods would be so far apart, directly rushing to the extent of approaching Tai Yi Shen 

Jing. 

 

"Xiao Xi, use your 'cyan snow' to imprison them, right? We have to go. " 

 

Cyan snow was a sealing technique from the Spiritualism of Ling Xi's heavenly rule. 

Snow. 



 

Under Long Chen's control, the two Divine Kings were unable to move, and could only allow Ling Xi to 

unleash this miraculous sealing art. 

 

"Long Chen, you are very young and naive. I know that the Northern Divine Sacrificial Great World is just 

a bunch of conceited idiots. If they had really heard of the name of the Taihao Region Emperor, then the 

eight Initial stage Divine Emperor s would not be going out to fight. " 

 

The Emperor Violetjewel said coldly. 

 

"If you don't kill us, don't think that we will be grateful to you!" 

The Emperor Qing Xu shouted in anger. 

 

In the blink of an eye, two cyan colored snowflakes appeared in the starry sky. Upon closer inspection, 

one could see that the Emperor Violetjewel and the Emperor Qing Xu were motionless and trapped 

within the snowflakes, even their lives seemed to have disappeared. 

 

Around the two blue snowflakes, there was a sky full of blue snowflakes that revolved around the two 

snowflakes. Each snowflake was as sharp as a blade, blocking the advance of others. 

 

The Spiritualism had turned this place into an area with storm snow. 

"Let's go." 

 

They couldn't see themselves. 

 

The four of them boarded the Dragon Boat and continued to head towards the east until they 

completely left the area they had just occupied. Long Chen changed his direction and headed towards 

the north. 

"This way?" Mo Xiaolang took a look and said: "Isn't the Immortal God Clan of the Great World of the 

God's Sacrifice in this direction?" 

 



Long Chen said: "We can't go to the east anymore. Since Di Jun found them here, she must definitely 

know that we went to the east. So, I have to go to the north. Also, the entire northern space is so big, 

and there are thousands of worlds. It's very hard to meet the Immortal God Clan, and from the sound of 

it, the Immortal God Clan is much easier to deal with than Di Jun. " 

 

"Alright." 

They started heading north. 

 

"Let's travel a bit longer, deeper into the north, and then take a look at the other worlds." 

 

Chapter 2777 - The descent of the Emperor 

From then on, they embarked on an extremely long journey. 

 

Not even three months after they left, a group of uninvited guests finally arrived at Dragon Sacrifice 

Continent. 

 

From above, the cruel Dragon Sacrifice Continent still maintained her dragon form, like a giant divine 

dragon, stopping in the middle of this boundless starry sky. 

 

Before this era, the size of this divine dragon far surpassed the Dragon Sacrifice Continent of today. 

 

Above the Dragon Sacrifice Continent, a bright, eternal stone was suppressing the heavens and the 

earth, suppressing the entire Dragon Sacrifice Continent. It was as if a light barrier had protected this 

broken world from harm, shining brilliantly for countless of miles, as layers of creator's spirit energy 

poured down like a waterfall, nourishing this land. 

 

He looked like a bustling world. 

 

Not far away, there was a desolate Star of Destiny, and it looked like he was much more prosperous 

than the Star of Destiny. 

 



It was only when they truly arrived that they discovered that there was no one inside, and not many 

other living creatures. Even wild beasts, dire beasts, and the like had already been moved by Long Chen 

to the Divine Kingdom. The few people who remained were only those who stubbornly wanted to stay 

at home. 

Not many. 

 

They were already prepared to die with the world. 

 

They knew, that Di Jun, who was chasing after Long Chen, would one day come to this place. 

 

"I hope they left safely." 

This was probably the biggest prayer for those who stayed. 

 

One day, the Eternal Rock flashed a few times and then looked up. There were several shadows that 

appeared around the stone, but these shadows were too small. Only some martial artists with decent 

strength would be able to see them. 

"Maybe the Divine Emperor Emperor has arrived." 

 

At that time, Long Chen had already warned them many times, and the reason why they chose to stay 

was because they wanted to see their home more often. 

 

This place, which had less than a million living creatures, was very scattered. There were only a few 

people here, in a place as big as Three Great Imperial Domains. 

 

To the gods, this tiny bit of life was practically nothing. 

 

Perhaps they already knew that there was no one here before they arrived, so they were silent and not 

shocked. 

 

This group of people were located near the Everlasting Stone, a total of more than ten people. Whether 

it was in terms of temperament or divine might, they were all on par with the Dark Desolate God King. 

They were naturally the true core of the dragon sacrifice's myriad gods! 



 

Every single god was a terrifying monster that had cultivated for tens of millions of years. They were not 

only famous in the Dragon Sacrifice Continent, but also in the ten thousand realms. They were the core 

of the Dragon Sacrifice Continent's myths, the most elite of the ten or so people in the Primordial Gods. 

 

There was no doubt that the one leading them was the Divine Emperor Emperor. 

 

This Divine Emperor was exactly the same as the Divine Spirit that Long Chen had seen from the Di Jun 

God Sculpture. 

 

First of all, he was wearing a bright yellow dragon robe with the picture of a dragon soaring in the blue 

ocean embroidered on it. Beneath the surging golden waves at the corner of his robes, his sleeves were 

carried by the wind as they floated high up in the air! Behind him was a blazing sun. Flames danced 

behind him! 

 

His sword-like face had a long, raised eyebrow, and his pupils were as black as jet. His handsome face 

reflected the morning light, and his tall nose, thin lips, and sword-like eyebrows flew obliquely into the 

few strands of black hair at his temples. He had a handsome face and the outline of his face was 

flawless. It carried the prestige of a god and the nobility that came with it. It gave off a king's aura that 

shook the entire world! 

 

At this moment, the Divine Emperor's lips curled up into an evil smile, full of penetrating power. His eyes 

seemed to hide the blazing sun on his left, while the right side was empty, calm and disdainful! 

 

He was known as the first god of the ancient era! 

 

His left eye was like a blazing sun, while his right eye was ethereal and mysterious. This was the rule of 

the scorching sun and the law of space! 

This person possessed great prestige and fame in the Taihao Region. If not for him, it would be difficult 

for the dragon sacrifice's gods to establish themselves in the Taihao Region, where the gods and devils 

were fighting for supremacy. 

 



Every other person was basically all above the Divine King, and a majority were Divine Kings of 

Perfection and polar state. Every single one of them had the power to suppress the Ink Qilin, which was 

enough to look down upon the heaven and earth. 

 

However, compared to Di Jun, even these Divine Emperor could only be considered as fodder. 

 

Only the two of them could be on the same level as Di Jun. 

 

They both had white hair, blood-red eyes, and looked extremely similar. The white-haired teenager's 

expression was cold, like ice, almost freezing the entire Dragon Sacrifice Continent, and the white-haired 

girl's expression was gentle and pleasant. Although her red eyes were hiding evil intent, they were also 

extremely intelligent and charming. 

 

This pair of young men and women, dressed in long white robes, followed barefooted behind Di Jun. 

They looked like two little boys, but they were not. From the attitude of the tyrannical Divine Kings 

behind them, they should be the two demon Divine Emperor s. 

 

However, the Divine Emperor in Long Chen's mind, should be as tall as a man and as vicious as a demon. 

He should be at least like the Ink Kylin, he definitely would not think that there would be two youngsters 

like them. However, if he were to underestimate them like this, he would be completely wrong. 

 

The combination of three Divine Emperor s immediately subdued the Dragon Sacrifice Continent. 

Even the Perfection of the Divine Kings behind him didn't seem to be worth mentioning. 

 

After the various gods appeared, they stared at the place for a long time, especially the Divine Emperor 

Di Jun. At this time, he should already know that Di Yao had fallen, and that her origin dragon palace had 

been taken away. It was hard to find any hint of sadness in his expression. He was as expressionless as a 

log. 

 

"Tai Yi, go and bring those three people out." 

 

After a while, the Divine Emperor Emperor finally said one sentence. 

 



Behind him, a white-haired old man promised. He left Dragon Sacrifice Continent, probably to bring the 

Divine King and the rest out. 

 

Everyone was still following Di Jun. 

 

Long Chen had heard too many legends that belonged to this primordial first god. When he first came to 

the Immortal God Realm and knew that the first Di Jun Divine City of the 72 - The Ancient City of God's 

descendants was created by his descendants, he had already known how terrifying this existence was. 

The him at that time, had never thought that this Di Jun from the Divine Emperor would return to the 

Dragon Sacrifice Continent. 

Then their gazes turned to the Eternal Rocks. 

 

However, the Divine Emperor Emperor did not move for a long time. His eyes that were staring at the 

Eternal Rocks, the blazing sun in his left eye, and the endless whirlpool in his right eye, seemed to hide a 

vast space. 

 

Maybe it was because of Di Yao's death, every god was terrified and didn't dare to talk to Di Jun. 

 

They were just anxious in their hearts, they already knew that Long Chen was heading towards the east 

side. The reason they still came to the Dragon Sacrifice Continent was because the Divine Emperor was 

coming to take the Eternal Harmony Stone and also to take the three Divine Kings as well as the other 

gods. It was just that time was tight, why didn't Di Jun make a move? 

 

"Return to the Divine Emperor, they have arrived." The master of the Supreme One Shencheng, the 

Great God King, had brought Mo Huang and the others up here. After being suppressed for such a long 

time, everyone was covered in dirt and grime. Finally, they saw Di Jun. However, when they thought of 

Di Yao's death, they immediately kneeled on the ground without saying anything. Because at this time, 

no matter what they said, it was useless. 

 

"Di Jun, let's go. We'll take the Eternal Light Stone and head to the east to avenge Yao'er. They won't be 

able to escape for too long." 

There were only two people here that could call Di Jun by name. They were two Divine Emperor s. The 

one who spoke to Di Jun was the white-haired girl. Her voice was very soft and soft, no different from a 

little girl. If one only heard her voice, they would all want to protect her. 

 



Now they were all waiting for Di Jun. 

"No need to rush." 

 

Di Jun casually spoke as he turned his head to the three Divine Kings, "Tell me, how did he take all of 

them away?" 

 

Even he himself was unable to accomplish this. 

He could not help but shake his head. After being sealed and confined, he did not know what had 

happened in the outside world. 

 

Through the memories of these mortals, he could see a huge Divine Kingdom. He could see the 

incomparably vast world within the Divine Kingdom, and in the endless clouds, there was a faint golden 

palace. 

 

"What a miracle." 

 

Di Jun couldn't help but let out a sigh, but he was also expressionless. 

What he saw was something that the other Divine Emperor s and Divine Kings could see. 

 

"This palace can create a great world, we've underestimated it." The white-haired girl shook her head 

and sighed. 

 

"In the end, I won't be able to escape." When the nearby white-haired youth said this, no one dared to 

speak. 

Di Jun casually threw the mortal away, then with a wave of his hand, the Everlasting Stone started to 

shrink. In the process, the Dragon Sacrifice Continent was trembling violently, from their position, one 

could see the earth crumbling, space shattering, and everything being destroyed. 

 

"This world is too fragile, but the Star of Destiny is rather interesting. And there's also the Incantation. " 

The white-haired maiden stared curiously at her surroundings as Di Jun was collecting the Everlasting 

Skystones. 

"It seems like none of us can enter the Star of Destiny. As for the Incantation, it seems to have 

disappeared. What a strange world. "However, it's going to be destroyed." 



 

The two Divine Emperor s had a very good relationship with each other, just like two children. 

Swoosh. 

 

The Everlasting Stone disappeared. 

"This world is about to collapse." The gods watched coldly. 

 

Below, the world was collapsing. Countless earthquakes and rivers surged. Countless oceans soared into 

the sky, lava covered the ground. A grand great world was finally on the verge of destruction. If this 

continued, one day, everything would be completely annihilated. All that was left was dust. 

 

"I can't believe this is the place where we once stayed." The white-haired girl was somewhat emotional. 

 

Suddenly, Di Jun gently pressed her palm. 

 

BOOM! 

 

The Dragon Sacrifice Continent increased its speed of annihilation. In a short moment, all of the 

remaining continents, including the Immortal God Realm, were completely destroyed as well. They were 

turned into sand and dust, and everything was turned into nothingness. 

 

 

Chapter 2778 - Giant Tree of Heaven and Earth 

In the starry sky, only dust remained. 

 

The glory of billions of years ago had now returned to the dust, to the dust. 

 

In the past, he had dominated ten thousand worlds, and was the Paragon of ten thousand worlds. The 

Ten Great Ancestor Dragon was the master of all realms. 

 



Right now, everything was completely annihilated, leaving behind only endless smoke and dust. The 

wails of pain could not dissipate. 

 

"Di Jun!" 

 

"Divine Emperor!" 

 

To be honest, the Gods did not expect Di Jun to destroy the Dragon Sacrifice Continent so quickly. 

 

If the Eternal Harmony Stone had not appeared, the Dragon Sacrifice Continent would have been able to 

hold on for a long time. At the very least, the Immortal God Realm would have been able to hold on for 

a very long time. The Eternal Harmony Stone had suppressed the Dragon Sacrifice Continent for a period 

of time and if it was withdrawn, it would have once again damaged the structure of the Dragon Sacrifice 

Continent. But even so, even if heaven and earth were to collapse and crack, it would definitely be able 

to hold on until Long Chen finally returned. 

It was Di Jun's palm that destroyed it. 

 

In his memories, this place seemed to be their homeland. They became gods here, but in the end, the 

Dragon Sacrificial World was not as big as they used to be, so they were unable to survive. 

 

But no matter what, it was still his hometown. 

Destroying their own lives? Looking at this once glorious world crumbling into dust, the various Gods felt 

somewhat conflicted. Of course, no one would criticize Di Jun, especially since he lost his daughter and 

couldn't get his hands on the Dragon Palace. 

 

"Let this world that was long destroyed die with her." 

 

Di Jun looked down at the chaos and smoke below, muttering to himself. 

 

The gods understood. 

 



Even if Di Jun was unable to see how angry he was, from those words, one could roughly guess his 

determination to kill Long Chen. 

Mo Huang and the other two Divine Kings were scared to the point of peeing their pants. What they 

were most afraid of was the Divine Emperor Emperor taking them to die with Di Yao. 

 

"Burn the lamp." Go find the people from the 'Papyrus korshinskii', get them to find Long Chen, if they 

can find any trace of him, we can give them extremely 'Order-level'. " 

Even after Di Jun destroyed the Dragon Sacrifice Continent, his voice was still as calm as water, as if this 

was not the world that he had once risen to prominence in. 

 

"Yes." The other ancient god that was burning the lamp did as Di Jun instructed. 

 

They were all terrifying gods who accompanied Di Jun at all times. Every single one of them possessed 

Extreme Realm God King, and they were all in the Divine Emperor realm, after all. He was roughly at the 

peak of his power. 

 

Papyrus korshinskii s were spread throughout the entire Myriad Realms and were the strongest 

intelligence organization within the Myriad Realms. To find a divine spirit of Long Chen's level, an 

extremely 'Order-level' could already be considered to be numerous. 

Di Jun took one last look at the scattered dust. 

 

His face was expressionless. He brought along the other gods and boarded their divine ships, flying 

towards the east. The Emperor Violetjewel and the Emperor Qing Xu were right in that direction and 

were still locked up by Ling Xi, the reason she knew they were there was because before their battle, he 

had already sent a message to Di Jun that they had met Long Chen. 

Their biggest mistake was that Long Chen was actually able to use the Origin Dragon Palace to bring 

away the entire Dragon Sacrifice Continent. 

 

After the gods had left, for a long time, the dust that had been shattered to the extreme did not 

dissipate. Instead, it condensed into a ball of dust, which was the same size as the Star of Destiny, and 

existed in the void forever. Even the head of the Black Jade Dragon, the location of the divine dragon's 

origin, and the others were all surrounded by the sand. 

 



As for the living, those who had insisted on staying at home had been shattered by the shattering of the 

world. 

 

If Long Chen saw this, how would he feel? 

 

Long Chen chose the north, but he was not directly north. He was casually wandering in the endless 

starry sky, and currently, the speed of the Dragon Slayer Boat was much faster than the Divine Wind 

Moon Ship before. He could even find a new world in a few months time, but these worlds were all too 

close to the Dragon Sacrifice Continent for the time being. 

 

He planned to truly travel far away from Dragon Sacrifice Continent and explore a new world. Although 

he had to look for the things left behind by the Divine Dragons, the most important thing was to keep 

his life. 

 

During this period of time, it was rare to see any other Fiendgods. 

After all, the Allworld was enormous. 

 

They had once seen many different worlds in the distance. Even though they had never entered them, 

they could tell that every single world was practically more stable and majestic than the Dragon Sacrifice 

Continent. 

 

One year. Two years. Three years. 

 

Unknowingly, time passed quickly. 

 

In the absence of battle and devouring, the speed at which he, Mo Xiaolang and Su Yan were improving 

slowed down, and it was not as easy as before for Ling Xi to practice the difficult parts of the Heavenly 

Rules Spiritualism. 

"Looks like I improved too quickly before, and underestimated the difficulty of cultivation. If I do not rely 

on devouring, just with the power of will from all living beings alone, I will need a period of time to 

achieve a new breakthrough. 

 

The most important thing in the past few years was nothing more than cultivation. 



 

At least tens of billions of Dragon Fighter had already been created, and more and more people had 

reached the standard of fusing with the origin dragon soul, becoming a true divine dragon. Amongst 

them were Divine Dragons who had just attained the Divine Spirit Realm, there were tens of thousands 

of them in Long Chen's Divine Kingdom. 

 

In terms of the number of deities, he had already crushed many other worlds. 

It was obvious that the dragon sacrifice Gods, amongst all the demons, only had around a thousand 

people. 

 

However, there were still no Divine Dragons, even the Dragon Emperor and the rest could only be 

considered young Dragons, and had to slowly grow up. 

 

As for the selection of the Unparalleled Dragon Army, Long Chen had already confirmed a certain 

number of people, and raised the standard a little. After all, these people were all super strong experts 

who could dominate a region in the future. 

After three years of time, Long Chen went deep into the northern starry sky, passing by many major 

worlds but not entering any of them. 

 

Then another two years passed. 

 

He felt as if he had penetrated deep into the northern starry sky. 

Five years. 

 

In these five years, Ling Xi once again comprehended a new type of Heavenly Code Spiritualism. 

Although her realm did not increase by much, she was still a Primal Realm King, and that was already 

pretty good. Furthermore, she had also completely comprehended the Mortal Sword Intent, and was 

now moving in the direction of the human sword intent. 

Su Yan did not move an inch forward 

 

This was normal. She had not completely recovered, after all. 

 



Although he did not engulf the flames, Mo Xiaolang was already very familiar with controlling the two 

types of Ancestral Flames. He was also beginning to approach the realm of the God King. 

 

As for Long Chen, after five years of quiet cultivation, he had managed to approach the realm of the A 

master-class Empyrean God. He was actually a bit anxious, but in truth, putting aside devouring, there 

was no such thing as a genius that could advance a single level in cultivation in five years. 

In these five years, he had been wandering around, truly realizing the vastness of the Myriad Worlds, 

and also realizing the difficulty of Di Jun finding him. For example, if he was heading to the east now, 

even if he heard news of his appearance in a certain northern world, it might be a few years before he 

arrived here! 

 

As long as they went in the wrong direction, it would not be easy to catch Long Chen! 

 

So Long Chen had already thought about it long ago, he couldn't stay in one place for too long. 

 

To Di Jun and the others, over ten years, or even over a hundred years, was just an instant. It was even 

possible that they would be willing to spend thousands of years to chase Long Chen. 

 

However, to Long Chen, it might not even take that long to surpass Di Jun. 

 

This is a different view of time. 

 

Di Jun and the others might think that they would definitely be able to find Long Chen within a thousand 

years. 

In this way, they would definitely have no problems. 

 

But to Long Chen, a thousand years of time was really too long, even his life wasn't that long. 

Long Chen did not understand the slightest bit about the Myriad Realms, so he planned to first enter a 

world that could be considered flourishing, to see what kind of power was in the Myriad Realms, who 

was strong and who was weak, what position the Di Jun was in, and what position the Sacrificial World 

was in. 

 



The Dragon Sacrifice Continent was an abandoned world, so there was no way for them to obtain this 

information. 

 

"It's about time. Next time we meet a new world, let's go in and take a look." Long Chen stood up in the 

middle of the Dragon Slayer Boat, looking at the vast starry sky in front of him. Five years was too long 

for him, and before there was a battle in such a long time, he was already rusting. 

 

It was because he lacked battle that he was stuck at his current level. It was difficult for him to even 

comprehend the rules. 

 

"We can finally leave this crappy place! The time tunnel must be in the next world, I am going to make a 

fortune! " The kitten jumped up and down. 

 

They continued their voyage. 

 

One day, Long Chen felt a majestic aura coming from the west. It was the aura of a great world, and it 

had to be an extremely flourishing world. 

"In this kind of world, there should be more divine gods. Surpass Lingsu Star Sea. " 

 

Long Chen changed his direction and headed towards this new world. 

 

After traversing hundreds of millions of miles of space, when he saw this new world, not only was he 

dumbfounded, but he also couldn't believe his eyes. 

 

"This world is actually like this!" 

Everyone was shocked. 

 

They had seen many worlds, such as land, planets, and great mountains. 

 

A single mountain was comparable to the entire Dragon Sacrifice Continent. 

However, he had never imagined that the entire world was actually a tree. 



 

He was still a little far from this world. In the starry sky, this tree could not be considered big, but Long 

Chen estimated the distance. 

 

"The size of this tree is probably many times larger than the Lingsu Star Sea. Furthermore, it is a real 

tree. It had countless roots extending into the starry sky and taking root on countless planets. However, 

these planets were just like little balls on its roots. Even a single leaf of this tree could be as big as the 

Divine Dragon Nation! The life forms here actually live on trees? " 

 

Long Chen remembered that the Archaic Graveyard's Greenwood Sky City was built on top of a tree. 

 

However, that tree was way too small compared to the huge tree in the sky. 

 

"Myriad Realms is truly a miracle!" 

 

Seeing this enormous tree, they naturally wanted to see exactly how wonderful and shocking this world 

was. 

At this time, within the Divine Kingdom, Yang Lingqing was suddenly stunned and said, "Brother, there's 

a strange feeling …" 

 

 

Chapter 2779 - World Tree 

The enormous tree existed within this endless world. 

 

The biggest difference was that his countless roots were not rooted in the soil. With such a huge tree, 

perhaps even the Dragon Sacrifice Continent or the Ling Ji Ji Xing would not be able to become the land 

that could support this tree. 

 

Thus, in reality, it had already broken away from the tree and had become a world. 

 

Billions of leaves, billions of branches, huge tree trunks, countless tree holes … these were all the 

territories of this world. Even though they were separated by a long distance, Long Chen still felt the 



exuberant human presence. It was likely that the number of creatures in this giant tree was many times 

greater than that of the Dragon Sacrificial World and the Lingsu Star Sea. 

A majestic aura of life assaulted his face. 

 

This was the most exuberant world Long Chen had ever seen, and was simply not on the same level as 

Dragon Sacrifice Continent at dusk. 

 

Before they even got close, Yang Lingqing had already provided Long Chen with such crucial information. 

 

He originally wanted to approach this world to take a look, but now it seemed that he had no choice but 

to go. Not only did he have to go, he also had to bring a mission and a mission with him. 

 

"What does it feel like?" Long Chen asked. 

 

Yang Lingqing said: "Hmm, it should be related to the Unparalleled Dragon's inherited blood essence. In 

this world, there should be something related to spirit dragons. " 

 

"Either it's the origin of the dragon's soul, or it's the inherited blood essence of the other Unparalleled 

Dragon s. It looks like we have to go. After all, this is the first world we want to enter other than the 

Lingsu Star Sea s. So don't be so brazen, and figure out what's going on in this world. " 

 

The others all nodded in agreement. 

 

"Let's see if there are any time tunnel inside, boss!" When they entered the God Kingdom of Long Chen, 

the kitten did not forget to remind them. 

 

"Don't worry, even if I find it, I won't give it to you. Otherwise, you'll be rebelling." Long Chen started a 

joke. After getting them all to enter the Divine Kingdom, he put away the Murderous Dragon Boat and 

escaped into the rules of the Time Traversing Dragon. 

 

Dragon Sacrifice Continent, Lingsu Star Sea, Endless Universe Mountains 

Then what was the name of one of the ten thousand worlds? 



 

He was carrying a great treasure with him, and so he didn't dare to be too arrogant for now. The 

Allworld was vast, but who knew how many tyrannical Fiendgods there were? For example, the unique 

Heaven and Earth Giant Tree in front of them, who knew if there were any Divine Emperor s or terrifying 

Gods inside? If he was caught, he would be speechless. 

 

So even if he slowed down, it didn't matter. 

The closer they got, the more shocked they became by the size of the tree. 

 

"According to father, every world in every realm was created by the 'Ancestral God of Creation'. Every 

Ancestral God of Creation's attribute is different, their thoughts are different, and the world they create 

are also different. In other words, creating a tree as a world seems very normal. " 

He reckoned that some of the life forms that lived in this world did not even know the full picture of the 

world they lived in. 

 

For example, if one were to look at the people on the Lingsu Star Sea with their eyes, they would only be 

able to see that they were on a flat land. After all, the Ling Ji Ji Xing was too big. 

 

The trunk of the huge tree was also a curved surface. However, since the curved surface was infinitely 

large, it was extremely flat to them. 

 

The place Long Chen headed towards was the middle up area where the tree trunk was. This place 

seemed to be a little more central, of course the leaves and branches on the tree crown also had many 

living beings. 

 

The reason why they came here was because the World Tree's Heart of Rules was located in the middle 

to upper regions. 

 

It took a total of more than ten days for Long Chen to completely descend into this world. 

 

Sure enough, when he landed on the tree trunk, all he saw was a flat piece of land. It wasn't any 

different from the ground. If he dug deeper, he should be able to find the wooden tree trunk. In the 

world he was currently looking at, there were mountains and rivers, torrential rivers, birds chirping and 



flowers fragrant. When he looked up, he could see the shadow of part of the enormous tree that 

covered half of the sky. 

 

There were creatures everywhere. 

 

They couldn't see Long Chen. 

"How is it?" 

 

He asked Yang Lingqing. 

 

"The feeling is even stronger now. It should be the Dragon Soul of the Dragon's Origin." 

 

Yang Lingqing was slightly excited. 

 

"You're about to become the first Unparalleled Dragon to fuse with the origin dragon soul. What do you 

think?" Long Chen could not help but laugh. When he was young, he had said that he would protect his 

little sister. Now that he was so lucky, it could be said that he was trying to fulfill his promise to her. 

 

"Not much to think about. No matter how strong this little girl is, I still have to serve you, the Overlord 

Big Brother." Furthermore, I am far from being familiar with the inherited blood essence of these 

Unparalleled Dragon. You be careful, I'm not in a hurry. " 

 

Yang Lingqing first made a joke. 

However, she was aware that Long Chen would definitely look for the Origin Dragon Soul, so the Heaven 

and Earth Giant Tree was still unknown to them. She was worried for Long Chen's safety, so she gave 

him a reminder. 

 

"It's fine. The reason we're moving with our entire clan in this Myriad Realms is to collect the origin of 

the dragon soul and the inherited blood essence. This is our first battle." 

Long Chen quickly walked in this world. 

 



Long Chen had even seen a portion of experts from the Nirvana Tribulation Realm s. In terms of the level 

of the world, this place should be similar to the Dragon Sacrifice Continent that was suppressed by the 

Everlasting Stone, and once one reached the level that the Divine Emperor could fight against, it was 

possible that the Divine Emperor would be born. He could be considered to have surpassed the Lingsu 

Star Sea. This sort of world was considered the third highest level amongst all worlds, which was the 

middle level. 

 

The Lingsu Star Sea belonged to the lower category, and even the lower category. After all, they did not 

even have a Divine King. 

 

As for the previous Dragon Sacrifice Continent, they were now at the fifth stage. 

There were definitely quite a few experts here. 

 

"Let's have a rough understanding of this place first." 

 

Long Chen walked through several cities built on top of the giant tree, screened around for a bit, and 

found an old man with tribulation of reincarnation. It seemed that he knew quite a few things. This old 

man was drawing a picture of the Heaven and Earth Giant Tree when Long Chen suddenly appeared in 

front of him. 

 

"You are!" 

 

The old man was shocked, before he could finish, Long Chen's will had entered his sea of consciousness, 

suppressing his primordial spirit, searching through his memories, he was only concerned about a 

portion of the other party's memories that concerned this world, as for the old man's private affairs, of 

course he was not interested. 

 

However, it could be seen that he was a good person. He was someone who was blessed and respected. 

 

After obtaining the information he wanted, Long Chen left this place. At the same time, he left behind a 

present. 

 

"Brother, how is it?" 



 

Yang Lingqing asked. 

Long Chen tidied up for a while before saying, "In this world, the name is' Holy Tree '. The World Tree 

was their home, their home, and also the holy tree in their hearts. It held an extremely important place 

in their hearts. At the same time, this was a world with a certain level of fame in the myriad worlds. It 

was at least much better than the current Dragon Sacrifice Continent and Lingsu Star Sea. Generally 

speaking, every ten or so years, there would be deities or demons from other worlds that passed 

through this place, and there were even powers from other worlds that lived in seclusion here. Thus, our 

appearance meant nothing. At the very least, it will not surprise the people there like how they did 

when they went to the Lingsu Star Sea. " 

 

"World Tree!" 

 

Everyone took note of this name. 

 

Mo Xiaolang asked: "Then in this world, how many powerhouses are there?" 

 

Long Chen said: "There are a total of two great races on the Creation Wood Sacred Tree, and one of 

them is a human. The other type was demons. Actually, their structure was similar to Dragon Sacrifice 

Continent's, but their demon race mainly consisted of flying beasts. To use a divine beast with the 

highest bloodline as a beast, they called themselves the 'Phoenix Clan'. With the true Divine Phoenix as 

the core, almost all of the phoenix race's birds possessed the phoenix bloodline, such as the fire 

phoenix, the ice phoenix, the blood phoenix, and so on, they were relatively common here. The five 

Phoenix bloodlines at the pinnacle are known as the 'Five Saints'. However, this old man didn't know 

what the Five Saint Race were. The phoenix-kind occupied the treetops and branches of the tree while 

the human race occupied the tree trunks. It seemed that the territory of the human race was slightly 

smaller, but the amount was much greater. The core of the human race is located in a location similar to 

our World Tree Heart of Rules. There is a place that is like a sacred ground to the Creatures of Jianmu, 

called 'Creation of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood God'. " 

 

The World Tree was hostile to both sides. 

 

Humans and the phoenix race could be considered as sworn enemies. Great wars would often break 

out, and most of them would fight for more territories. Over the countless eras, the two forces had 

formed a deep blood feud that was impossible to resolve. 

 



The human race was led by the 'Creation of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood God'. 

 

Furthermore, the phoenix race occupied the treetops of the tree, and countless leaves and branches 

were their habitats. The core area should be the 'phoenix nest' where the purest phoenix bloodline, the 

'Five Sacred Clans', resided. 

 

The Creation of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood God and the Phoenix Nest had battled for countless 

years. 

 

Generally speaking, there were only two places where deities appeared. 

 

"Is there a Divine Emperor here?" Ling Xi asked. 

They were all the same, they were still a little afraid of the Divine Emperor. If they didn't have the Divine 

Emperor, they would be able to relax in this world. At the very least, it would be much easier to obtain 

the Origin Dragon Soul. 

 

Long Chen laughed and said: "At least from this elder's memories, it shouldn't be. However, he is not 

familiar with the realm of the gods. We need to find a god in order to get to the bottom of this. 

However, I do know that there are a total of ten of the strongest people in the World Tree, and five of 

them are the five leaders of the Five Sacred Clan of the Phoenix Clan. The other five are supreme human 

experts. They are known as the five 'Empyreans'. 

Of course, these were the ten supreme experts that the old man knew about. 

 

The reason why Long Chen guessed that they were not Divine Emperor was because in the world that 

was the Sword Wood Holy Tree, it was impossible for ten Divine Emperor s to appear. Furthermore, as 

long as one side had Divine Emperor s, it would not be as balanced as it was now. 

 

 

Chapter 2780 - Phoenix Race 

An old man roughly told Long Chen the general situation of a Holy Tree. 

 

Ordinary old men definitely did not know about things that were too well hidden. After all, in his 

memories, there was not the slightest bit of information regarding the origin of the dragon soul. 



 

"The spirit of the human race can be considered to be very united. There is a strict system, which is 

basically based on the Creation of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood God and is governed by the five 

Empyreans. The five Empyreans have existed for tens of millions of years. " 

Long Chen analyzed for a moment, then decided: "So we must go to the Creation of the Heavenly Palace 

of the Wood God to learn information about the Dragon Soul's origin. We can also get some information 

about the Myriad Realms from the Gods here. After all, our understanding of the Myriad Realms is 

simply too little. " 

 

"It's best not to rashly barge into the Creation of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood God. We need to first 

understand the rank of the strongest people here. For example, our Extreme Realm God King is 

equivalent to the full power of the Nuwa Devils. 

Based on their group's current strength, Emperor Violetjewel and Emperor Qing Xu were more or less 

the limit. Furthermore, there should be a lot of Divine Kings in this World Tree Creation of the Heavenly 

Palace of the Wood God. 

 

Long Chen brought the entire world of the Divine Kingdom and headed in the direction of the Creation 

of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood God. When he was burdened with the responsibility of all living 

things, he would act even more cautiously. 

 

Although he was rushing towards the core position, he was still a long way from Creation of the 

Heavenly Palace of the Wood God. After arriving at this world, it was not appropriate for him to travel 

too fast, as it would attract the attention of the native gods. 

 

On the way, Long Chen explored the memories of a few tribulation of reincarnation Warriors, and the 

information he obtained was about the same. Another piece of information was that there were over a 

thousand Divine Spirits in Creation of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood God, their descendants, and 

some of the young geniuses of Creatures of Jianmu. It was the core of the entire Creatures of Jianmu. 

The reason why he was able to protect all the people who were important to the Divine Spirit in 

Creation of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood God was because throughout the year, the phoenix race 

and human beings could be seen fighting everywhere. Human experts would sneak attack the phoenix 

race, Phoenix experts, and even the divine gods would suddenly descend and annihilate millions of lives. 

 

The closer they were to the Creation of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood God, the more Innates there 

seemed to be. It seemed like this area was the heart of the Creatures of Jianmu. 



There were many enormous cities here, and they were extremely flourishing. Every single city had 

hundreds of millions of creatures living within it. 

 

Long Chen had arrived at the top of a city, standing at the top, you could see a palace shining with light 

at the end of the world, which was the place where Creatures of Jianmu paid her respects to - Creation 

of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood God. 

 

One could see countless gazes of gratitude and fanaticism staring in that direction. 

 

Just as Long Chen was about to move forward, a giant bird descended from the sky. It was a giant 

flaming bird, and its appearance looked similar to a phoenix, its entire body enveloped in flames. This 

was a beast with nine levels of tribulation of reincarnation, approaching the Divine Spirit Realm. 

 

When the Spirit Demon beast descended, the city that Long Chen was in immediately became chaotic, 

causing countless people to scream and flee. It was an apocalyptic scene, maybe they did not expect 

that the phoenix race would actually dare to attack from such a close proximity to the Creation of the 

Heavenly Palace of the Wood God! 

Hundreds of millions of people were in chaos! 

 

Despair and panic! 

 

"Skyfire Vulture!" 

 

This was a demonic beast, a phoenix clan that was not afraid of death. Its infamy was widespread, and it 

terrified ordinary people the most. Even Sky Fire Vulture Bird's attacks would be suicidal, and this was 

probably the reason he chose this city that was so close to the Creation of the Heavenly Palace of the 

Wood God. 

 

"Help!" 

 

"God of Heaven, save us!" 

 



The city that was in chaos was in an uproar. For a moment, just the fact of trampling on one's own 

people was enough to cause a river of blood to flow. 

Inside the city, there were many Rankers charging into the clouds to fight against the Heavenly Flame 

Vultures, but Long Chen could see that although there were also Rankers with nine levels of tribulation 

of reincarnation in the city, 51 was able to resist the true divine flame. When the Heavenly Flame 

Vulture flew over with its divine flame, the Rankers were completely annihilated! 

 

Whoosh! 

The skyfire vulture coldly screeched, burning several experts into ashes. It swooped down, and its wings 

had already gathered a large amount of divine fire. As long as it pounced down, these hundreds of 

millions of people would instantly turn into ashes. 

 

Since he was nearby, of course Long Chen would not sit still. He had originally wanted to take action, but 

he stopped, because a juvenile spirit had already rushed over to kill him. 

 

He came from the direction of the Creation of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood God. This was a true 

Divine Spirit, its entire body burned with dark green flames. His realm was around Taiji Realm, his chest 

was stuffy, and with two or three earth-shattering punches, he shattered the void, directly killing that 

Heavenly Flame Eagle! 

 

"Lowly, cunning humans, listen up. This time, our Phoenix Clan will definitely take back the 'Jianmu Holy 

Soul'! You just wait and see! We, the Five Saint Kings, will definitely kill all five of you! " 

 

Before the Heavenly Flame Vultures died, their shrill cries actually caused many people in the city to lose 

their sense of hearing and suffer heavy injuries. 

 

"So noisy!" 

 

juvenile spirit ended his life, and turned his corpse into pieces. The corpse fell into the city, and was 

snatched away by countless of humans, for them, the corpse of the Phoenix Clan was a good thing. 

 

"Share with the injured!" 

juvenile spirit's eyes were sharp like a torch, he shouted and no one dared to snatch it anymore. 



 

After he was done, he did not stay any longer and prepared to return to the Creation of the Heavenly 

Palace of the Wood God. 

 

Long Chen observed him for a while. This was a young juvenile spirit, and it seemed that his talent was 

not bad, he was one of the top hundred million living creatures here. He could be considered the 

absolute genius within the World Tree. He knew even more than most people, such as the Jianmu Holy 

Soul that they just mentioned. 

 

"Please wait a moment." 

Long Chen left the city and waited for him in a valley. 

 

"Who is it!" 

The azure-armored juvenile spirit was shocked. Anyone who could speak in his ear without him noticing 

was basically a divine being, and one that was extremely terrifying at that. But he was a brave man, 

upon discovering the location of Long Chen, he immediately rushed over and stood in front of Long 

Chen! 

 

However, he was extremely familiar with all of the divine beings in the Creatures of Jianmu. Long Chen 

looked like a Divine Monarch who was stronger than him, so he asked, "Who are you, and why are you 

hiding here?! I have never seen you in Creation of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood God, hurry up and 

tell me your name! " 

 

However, Long Chen smiled slightly and said: "Don't be nervous, I have no ill intentions toward you at 

all. Just answer one question and I'll tell you who I am. "Don't worry, I'm a human. I was just about to kill 

that Heavenly Flame Eagle, but you got it first." 

 

To be honest, Long Chen had slightly used his wishful eye. 

 

This was a type of rule that affected the other party's mental state, especially since the other party was 

merely a Taiji Realm god. Under the influence of the rules of Long Chen's wishful eye, he subconsciously 

released his guard from around Long Chen. 

 

Of course, Long Chen couldn't directly explore his memories, since he was a god after all. 



 

"Ask away!" juvenile spirit subconsciously said. If it wasn't the wishful eye, he probably wouldn't be so 

straightforward. 

 

"Do you know if any of the five Empyreans broke through their Taiyuan Deity Realm and became Divine 

Emperor? Or perhaps, is there a hidden Divine Emperor that exists in our world? " 

His problem was established on the basis that there was no Divine Emperor. 

 

If juvenile spirit felt that his question was strange, it meant that the five Empyreans were Divine 

Emperor, then there was a logical problem with his question. If that was the case, Long Chen had to seal 

the youth and immediately leave. Even if there was an Origin Dragon Soul here, he wasn't willing to fight 

against the Divine Emperor right now, in case he lost everything. 

 

Fortunately, the juvenile spirit didn't find it strange. 

 

"No way! I remember that the five Empyreans were at the level of Taizhen Deity Realm, nearing Divine 

Emperor. How could it be so easy? If we had an expert from the Divine Emperor s, we would have 

exterminated the phoenix race long ago, and unify the Ancient Tree. " 

juvenile spirit said. 

 

In that case, the Five Sacred Emperor and the Five Sky Sovereigns all had Extreme Realm God King. 

 

"At this level, even though we won't be able to fight him, we won't be completely suppressed. There 

shouldn't be much of a problem for us to escape. It's not to the point where he can't fight back. Seems 

like there's hope for the Origin Dragon Soul. " 

 

As long as there was not completely no hope, Long Chen was willing to try. 

 

After all, this was the mission that Long Qinglan had given him. 

 

He must die well. 

 



"So, who are you?" At this time, the juvenile spirit became vigilant once again. 

 

Long Chen looked at him, and said word by word with a pause: "I come from another world, and have 

just arrived at the World Tree, and also understand that this place is composed of humans and the 

Phoenix Clan. I am also a human, and now that I have wandered to this place, I can actually make a 

friend with you, don't you think? At least I don't like demons. In our world, humans and demi-humans 

are also fighting against each other. It's just that the demi-humans aren't just flying birds, there are 

many types of them. " 

 

"Really!" 

 

juvenile spirit was immediately excited. 

 

"You actually came from another world! To be honest, you are the first person I have ever seen from 

another world. " 

 

He was a little excited, and introduced himself: "My name is Wan Qing. "What about you?" 

 

"Name?" 

If he were to directly say that it was Long Chen, that would mean that he was providing Di Jun with clues 

in search of him. 

 

He hadn't used his old name in a long time. 

 

Wan Qing said excitedly: "Since you're a human, of course you wouldn't be in the same group as the 

Phoenix Clan. However, we have a rule set down by the Wood Holy Tree, foreign gods and devils, we 

must first meet the five Empyreans, I will invite you to our Creation of the Heavenly Palace of the Wood 

God, and as you have just arrived, I can help you wash your face clean. Furthermore, we can also be 

friends, you can tell me, what exactly were you at that time." 

 

Long Chen laughed: "No problem, I am also very interested in this holy tree. "Then let's walk and talk." 


